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2021 REGISTRATION
Registrations will be available online from
To be Advised
2021 Clubhouse registration days TBA
Some players, coaches and managers may need
to attend the clubhouse for photos, proof of ID
and Working with Children documents.
Miniroo/SSF Muster Day - TBA February 2021
Don’t forget to take advantage of the
Active Kids Rebate
Please take advantage of registering early. Delays
can be experienced on PlayFootball if registering
in late January/early February due to the high
volume of on-line traffic.
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The year started as any typical football season woould. But as it turned out, the Coaches
and Managers meeting in March and the completion of the O35’s Paul Bryden Cup were
the only 2 events that would see 2020 commence in its traditional fashion.
What came next no-one would have anticipated……….
The effort and team work to have football return to Summerhayes was outstanding. I would
like to pay a special mention to Bec Harris, Stephen Peters and, Dale Wade-Ferrell who
were instrumental during the Return to Play phase making sure that football happened.
Despite the challenges and uncertainity, our registration numbers remained strong with just
over 930 registrations for season 2020.
We enjoyed success on the field with 7 teams finishing top of their leagues, 3 of them
undefeated!
Financially the Club remains strong despite not seeing as much revenue as previous years
due to the limited operation of the Canteen. A number of projects were placed on hold
including a new playing strip which was planned for season 2021.

Chairmans Report

The running of the Club does not magically happen and I would like to extend a special
thank you to our Finance Officer Renee Richardson who stepped into the role this season.
Your efforts were appreciated and I would like to thank you for your dedication throughout
season 2020 – thank you Renee!
I would also like to extend a special thanks to our Sponsors! We appreciated the financial
impact 2020 has brought to many a business. The Club and the players appreciate your
support!!
As our member base winds down on season 2020, the Committee has already begun
preparation for season 2021. We look forward to what challenges that will bring and can
not wait to see football on the park again!!
Finally I would like to thank each and every Committee Member, Player, Coach, Manager
and Parent for your cooperation, support and understanding throughout the season. I
anticipate more challenges of much the same throughout season 2021 but am confident
with the learnings of this season we will see it through.
Thank you
Peter Dempsey
Chairman
Springwood United Football Club
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It has been a one in one hundred year season…and we actually did. Well done and
congratulations to all of you. A big thank you to the Management Committee and the
Football Committee for their ongoing dedication, who genuinely just wanted to see football
on the park.
This season saw our main fundraiser, the SUFC canteen, operate at a reduced capacity
which has impacted the club financially. However, we have been very fortunate that for
many years the Springwood United Football Club has been extremely well managed and
we have been able to carry this lose. Thank you Agnes for keeping the shutter open and
for the hot chips on a cold day.
A special mention to the Blue Mountains City Council, for waivering the Player Levy and
Football NSW for reducing their portion of the registration. SUFC was able to honour our
commitment of returning these discounts back to our members.
This season taught us that football will go on and that it is our amazing community that
makes football successful, even during a pandemic.
Take care & stay safe.

Finance Report

Renee Richardson
Finance Officer
Springwood United Football Club
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Once again, the SUFC members have demonstrated why our club has such a positive
reputation in the Nepean association and why it is a pleasure to be a part of this club.
From training to game day, everything was affected by social distancing, reduction of
spectators that could attend and so much hand sanitizer. Yet everyone’s attitude towards
these restrictions was done with acceptance and support. Each weekend it could be clearly
seen that people took the situation seriously and followed the guidelines which made our
role on the committee easier.

Football Managers Report

Though the season was disrupted, once we got back on the park it has been constant and
we have had lots of football played. With no finals, the competition ended with first across
the post.
As a committee, we want to acknowledge how good it is been to work alongside the
coaches and managers of the club. Everyone of them displays an enthusiasm and passion
for the game. For the supporters of the players, it has been tough not being able to come
along as a family, but thank you for the energy you brought that made up for the less
numbers there. It is the smiles and excitement of the players being able to play which is
what the game is about.
This year we have seen the continued increase in Female Football within the club and it
will continue to grow into the future. Our club has created a solid foundation for Female
football that we have been an encouragement to other clubs to build their Female football
teams.
Another exciting venture next year is to have teams in the Men’s and Women’s Nepean
Prems Competition. Our involvement will have a positive impact on the rest of the club. It
will allow young players to strive to develop their skills and abilities so they can one day
play in this elite competition.
The Football Committee wish you the best for the remainder of the year and hope your
Christmas is relaxing and a time to catch up with family and reminisce about the interesting
year 2020 was.
Look forward to see you all again in 2021 where we will still have restrictions but hope for
a season to start and finish on time with lots of great games and lots of fun.
Damon Dreves
Football Manager
Springwood United Football Club
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I would like to acknowledge the wonderful members of Springwood United FC on the way
you have adapted to the way football ended up looking for 2020. I have spent some time
proof reading end of season reports and the most commonly used words are fun and
friendship. Everyone acknowledged the difficulties faced at the beginning of the season but
all teams ended up having a positive year and recognised the good that emerged. Football,
for many became their only bit of ‘normal’ in what has been a very different and sometimes
difficult year. I am very proud that SUFC provided friendship and a sense of connection for
so many.
Female Football, much like everything else, has looked very different to what we had
planned and anticipated and yet we have still gained so much.

Female Football Report

The female player numbers across the Club and the Association are continuing to grow
and as a result, SUFC have been able to field female teams in nearly all age groups from
U5’s through to O30’s. What an achievement!
At the beginning of the year, we were successful in securing funds through the Local Sports
Grant Program to provide a ball for each female player registered at SUFC in the 2020
season. We had very grand plans for the presentation of the balls during Female Football
Week back in May – but we all know how that turned out! None the less, we forged ahead
while Deploy Football moved mountains to beat all obstacles and get the balls to us just in
time for our end of season Female Football Gala Night.
Female Football Week looked a little different for us with the only thing we were able to do
was run an online Social Media campaign. We celebrated the contributions women make
within our Club and the Association. We put our heads together to find a way to finish the
season that stayed within health guidelines and so The Female Football Gala Night came
together. We finished the year with a celebration!
I would like to congratulate each and every one of our players for their enthusiasm,
competitiveness and dedication to the game. I also thank the Age Representatives, Megan
and Fiona, along with our coaches and managers for your continued support of our players,
your commitment to providing them with the best experience possible both on and off the
field and for your support of female football.
I would also like to thank the Football and Management Committee as well as the Nepean
Football Association for your investment in female football at a Club and Association level.
We get better and stronger each season and it is only through your continued support and
encouragement that this is possible.
I cannot wait until 2021 when we can hopefully put into place all that we had to forego in
2020!
René Dempsey
Female Football Coordinator
Springwood United Football Club
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Age Co-Ordinators - Junior & Senior Teams

Mini Roos Co-Ordinator

Tenille Weir

U5 Age Co-Ordinator

Tenille Weir

U6 Age Co-Ordinator

Tenille Weir

U7 Age Co-Ordinator

Sarah Mogharrebin

Small Sided Football Co-Ordinator

Tenille Weir

U8 Age Co-Ordinator

Therese Konwerski

U9 Age Co-Ordinator

Simon Lyne

U10 Age Co-Ordinator

Jessica Taylor

Junior Football Co-Ordinator

Jonathon Duck

U11 Age Co-Ordinator

Brendan Cusack

U12 Age Co-Ordinator

Ross Kerkham

U13 Age Co-Ordinator

Greg Sawyer

U14 Age Co-Ordinator

Holly Murphy

U15 Age Co-Ordinator

Peter Lawlor

U16 & 17 Age Co-Ordinator

Jonathon Duck

Female Small Sided Football Co-Ordinator

René Dempsey

Junior Female Football Co-Ordinator

Megan Gilchrist

Senior Male Football Co-Ordinator

Chris Batchelor

Senior Female Football Co-Ordinator

Fiona Harrop
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MiniRoos / Small-Sided Football Team Reports
U5 Alligators (non-competition)
Wow! After such a crazy delayed start to the season, thinking for a while there that we’d never get a
chance to get on the field due to Covid19, rain and byes what an absolutely awesome year the U5
Alligators have now had! Our Alligators had never played soccer and never met prior to this season and
through the gentle encouragement that a team player of the week trophy provides, an amazing effort
has been displayed by each and every member of our team. Listening to our coach, trying their best,
running hard, attempting ball control, playing as a team, supporting one another and displaying great
sportsmanship. The U5 competition is all about being able to get on the field, having fun, making new
friends, connecting with the ball and with any luck a few chances at a goal. We’ve definitely achieved
all of this and we’re looking forward to next season already! Well done U5 Alligators.
Players: Kailen Adamson, Quinn Adamson, Ruby Hather, Owen Murawski, Zac Tallon,
Riley Williams
Coach: Mick Adamson

Manager: Melissa Hather

U5 Bears (non-competition)
2020. What a way to bring in the boys’ first year of football. There were smiles, laughter and a heap of
fun each week while the boys developed the skills on the field and friendships off the field. They showed
great teamwork and comradery during the games, always sharing the ball with each other, and
occasionally scoring a goal or two for the opposite team. The Bears always looked forward to Thursday
night training, where they enjoyed practicing their ball skills and strengthening their teamwork. This came
in handy when playing a game against the parents at the end of the session. Somehow, the boys always
seemed to win. It has been incredible to watch five, five year old strangers come together and form such
a strong football team in such a short amount of time. The most amazing thing to see, is the friendships
that have been made that will continue on for many years to come. 2021 season, we are ready when
you are.
Players: Leon Barber, Jude Blessing, Sacha Garber-Greenwood, Chad Lennard, Franklin Saville
Coach: Douglas Barber

Manager: Shane Saville

U5 Emus (non-competition)
Being the first year of team sport for all the boys, the season did not start out as planned but when we
finally got into it, the initial training sessions were filled with the excitement of both making new friends
and learning new skills. With a combination of confident and reserved players, it was good to see them
all bond and enjoy each other’s company so quickly. With the encouragement from team mates, it was
clear to see the improvement of skills from all the boys, and the concept of team work realised.
The first couple of games were all about learning the rules, and which goal to score in. No matter which
goal the ball ended up in, there were high fives and cheers between team mates. There were not too
many goals scored, but plenty of enjoyment. Within a few weeks, game day confidence certainly grew.
Each of the boys were positively contributing to the team’s performance and some weeks saw plenty of
goals scored shared between them.
Towards the end of the season, each of them had some great highlights, shown by the fact they all
managed to receive the “Player of The Week” at least twice. Overall, it was fun filled season, where all
the boys showed clear development. Kicking, passing and dribbling improved across the board. While
we were there to play soccer, it was the friendships formed between the boys that stood out the most.
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Players: Oakley Bull, Alex Duproy, Patrick Frazer, Theodore Turner, Henry Wilesmith
Coach: Ben Frazer

Manager: Sean Bull

U5 Foxes (non-competition)
What a great season for the U5 Foxes! All the boys have had a lot of fun kicking off their first year of
football. They all developed and improved their dribbling, passing and shooting skills throughout the
season. The best part was watching their team work improve, and seeing the boys making sure that
everyone in the team had ball time and the chance to score a goal.
A big thanks to an amazing group of parents who have supported and encouraged the boys along the
way. A special thanks to Coach Steve - your calm and professional guidance has given the boys a great
foundation for their footballing years ahead. And thank you to a great bunch of boys. It has been lovely
to see your friendships grow and to watch the joy on your faces as you run around on the field.
It has been a rather unique year for junior sport with the disruption that has come with COVID19. Thank
you to the SUFC coordinators that made the 2020 season possible.
Players: Hunter Bracegirdle, Heaton Gilholme, Elijah Nanva, Jack Seymour, Jordan Seymour,
Arthur Thorpe, Flynn Webb
Coach: Stephen Seymour

Manager: Sally Deans

U5 Giraffes (non-competition)
What an excellent first year of football for the girls! When the team gathered for a start-of-season social,
who knew it would be a matter of months before we would be together again. But since the re-start in
July, the Giraffes have formed strong bonds of friendship and shared plenty of smiles on and off the
field. As the season progressed, so did the skills—the girls have been great listeners, both at training
and game day. Watching their control with the ball develop has been a highlight: dribbling, trapping,
passing, and plenty of donkey kicks (the Giraffe specialty). All those games of “rob the nest”, “fishy
fishy”, “flamingos, donkeys, cheetahs” and “witches and fairies” have really paid off! And their sense of
team has extended well beyond wearing the same giraffe-patterned hair ribbon on game day. One goalscorer was heard commenting post-match: “It wasn’t really my goal, it was the team’s goal”! The muchanticipated weekly “parents v Giraffes” training match is now also a well-established tradition—were it
not for COVID, one wonders whether the SSF 3 sideline would have coped with the crowds. Great work,
girls—can’t wait till next year!
Players: Alannah Clark, Juliet Colyer, Zoe Edmunds, Ivy Grace Matthews, Harriet Medlin,
Isla Mogharrebin
Coach: Nick Colyer

Manager: Sarah Mogharrebin

U5 Wolves (non-competition)
What an incredible year for our amazing little under 5's to start football.
The Wolves have had a great time learning some new skills, creating some new friendships and kicking
off their football careers. I am so proud to have spent the short season coaching these energetic little
guys.
Special thanks to my assistant coach Hess for his support throughout the season.
Players: Arthur Dundas, Eric Hami-Razavi, Nate Harris, Finn. Henderson, Lucas Moutsos
Coach: Sam Harris

Manager: Rebecca Harris
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U5 Zebras (non-competition)
The team put in their best effort this year. It was a fun and at times challenging season for these firsttime players. However, despite any challenges they played their best and have learnt many new skills
and made new friends.
Some players naturally felt more confident on the field than others and that resulted in some games with
2-3 children playing another team of 4 with subs. This proved tough at times on energy levels. However,
with such young players it seemed a natural part of the process. Parents were always supportive of their
little ones and the team in general, and other teams even lent a player to help at times. Great
sportsmanship
. The team got on very well, and had a good attendance rate on training days and
game days.
Over the duration of the season there was a big improvement in all players abilities and confidence and
we are grateful we were provided with this shortened season!
Overall, the boys enjoyed the season, we are very proud of them all, and we hope many of the players
will be back together again next year for some more football fun!
Players: Elijah Alpeche, Quinn Peake, Zac Rawlinson, Malachi Sands, Caleb Skinner
Coach: Paul Skinner

Manager: Mary-Ann Alpeche

U6 Alligators (non-competition)
What a season for our U/6 Alligators in 2020. Whilst our goal was always to have fun and learn to play
as a team. All members demonstrated sound player development of their football skills and teamwork.
They developed strong friendships and supported each other on and off the field.
Whilst there were some notable performances from many players, we would have to say that every
player improved their game and skills, stepping up from Under 5s. The season was made more
memorable by the outstanding parents who supported the team from the side as did our subs, who
reliably cheered on their teammates and counted the seconds until they were back on the pitch.
Many thanks and a huge shout out to the coaching efforts & assistance from Joel and our sub-coaches
when required - Alex, Matt and Scott and manager Sharron. It has been a positive all-round team effort
full of support, patience and encouragement. The boys responded so positively to this direction and their
enthusiasm was constant, especially during halftime "breaks". We all enjoyed the challenging year and
look forward to backing up again in 2021.
Players: Benjamin Byrne, Alexander Carson, Elliott Carter, Archie Mountain, Judah Price,
Hugo Veira
Coach: Joel Carson

Manager: Sharron Mountain

U6 Bears (non-competition)
Another fantastic year for our boys. Coach Craig has done a wonderful job training them each week,
introducing them to new skills, building resilience, making our new players feel welcome to the team and
teaching them the importance of fairness and sportsmanship. Throughout the year, we have been very
proud to watch some great emerging skills from all our players, always providing an entertaining game
to watch. Our Bears always encourage each other, communicate well, smile, laugh and are always
eager to learn and have lots of fun along the way. A big thank you to our parents who have been so
understanding during this difficult year, it has been really appreciated to keep the season as smooth as
possible for our awesome boys. Thank you for cheering the boys on each week, enjoying their special
moments. Bring on 2021!
Players: Brady Bowman, Dylan Weir, Hunter Jenkins, Logan Veres, Rocco Burns
Coaches: Craig Weir

Managers: Tenille Weir
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U6 Dingoes (non-competition)
Despite a slow and uncertain start for the football season, the U6 Dingoes have had a great year. Some
of the kids in this team have been playing football since they could walk and others have just experienced
kicking a ball for the first time. Each child has been valued and appreciated individually. While the
children may not all have the same gifts, each has bought their own uniqueness to make for a season
that has been all about having fun, making friends and enjoying football. Irrespective of everyone’s busy
schedules the parents and coach have been fantastic through the year, from chipping in to help with
coaching when needed, to simply being present and cheering the kids on from the sideline. I am
confident in speaking on behalf of everyone when I say it has a been a great year to be part of the
football community.
Players: Liam Blondahl, Eli Borg, Sofia Garry, Archer Harris, Eliza Jones, Kelsie Jones,
Cohen Perkins
Coach: Daniel Perkins & Krystal Whitney

Manager: Melissa Perkins

U6 Emus (non-competition)
It was a rookie season for both players and coach of the U6 Emus and although most had never played
before, their enthusiasm and determination ensured they grew leaps and bounds as the season went
on. The U6 Emus embodied everything that is special about grassroots sports - friendships were made,
sportsmanship prevailed and small triumphs were met with beaming faces. They may not have scored
the most goals each game but they had the biggest smiles and the loudest cheers from the sidelines
(and most eaten oranges). With encouraging parents and a nurturing coach, this first season is sure to
be a memorable one for the courageous Emus and the start of wonderful sporting childhood..
Players: Tommy Durkin, Jaxon Galea, Harrison Lewis, Marlow Nash, Amelia Swindle,
Marley Witton
Coach: Danielle Swindle

Manager: Meagan Witton

U6 Giraffes (non-competition)
This year has seen so much growth from the Giraffes. With the year already being a difficult one due to
the disruption from COVID, the Giraffes took it all in their stride and pulled together as a team to make
this season a memorable one. Focusing on footwork and team work in training the boys created a strong
bond with constant support and admiration towards each other for the way they played. They have learnt
new techniques and have come such a long way since the start of the season. We are so very proud of
the Giraffes. Well done boys. A huge thank you to our coach Gary for his amazing work with the boys
and to the families of the players for their help and support this season. We could not have done it
without each and every one of you.
Players: Parker Collins, Emile Dunn, Oscar Holland, Liam Honeywood, Luke Kleyn, Xavier Rudd
Coach: Gary Holland

Manager: Bianca Kleyn

U6 Lions (non-competition)
It was a great season for the U6 Lions. Lots of fun, laughs and creative goal celebrations. The Lions
learnt so much about what it meant to be part of a team and made lots of friends along the way. During
each game they were keen to put into practice the soccer skills and strategies they were learning.
Positive input from the sideline helped to celebrate the players achievements. Encouragement from a
wonderful coach made this season so much fun.
Players: Richie Costello, Markus Crncec Ethan De Beauclair, Archie Green, Ryder Phuntsok,
Jaxon Ritchie, Adelaide Smith
Coach: Christian Ritchie

Manager: Alicia Phuntsok
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U6 Monkeys (non-competition)
In what has been a relatively difficult season, the Monkeys have shown a great deal of resilience and
an unfailing willingness to always try their best and, most importantly, have fun week in and week out.
Due to training restrictions at the beginning of the season, we were required to get a little creative with
our training sessions. Successfully running backyard ‘zoom’ training sessions during the peak of the
COVID lockdown period. The majority of our players, having played together last year, picked up where
they left off at the end of last season and continued to improve with every passing week. Our newest
player was accepted into the team with open arms by the rest of the boys and fitted in seamlessly,
becoming a valued member of the team from day one. We picked up lots of new skills throughout the
season, and mastered our ability to pass the ball with enthusiasm. Most importantly of all, we learnt the
importance of team spirit and the value of encouraging one another at all times, especially when things
were not going our way. Overall, 2020 has been a season to remember. “Gooooo Monkeys!!!!”
Players: Keanu Gonzalez Capote, Talen Hagelburg, Christian Iles, Xavier Ligteringen,
Bede Magee, Charlie Wells
Coach: Matthew Ligteringen

Manager: Amy Iles

U6 Tigers (non-competition)
For most of the team, it was their first season of playing football.
They have all improved their basic skills to play the game. These include; ball control, dribbling, field
positions and the correct technique to pass and kick the ball.
The boys have become good friends all enjoyed their first season of football.
Players: Jack Blunt, Spencer Chie, Michael Lynch, Sebastien Robinson, Django Young-Kilmore
Coach: Mark Chie

Manager: Lauren Chie

U6 Wolves (non-competition)
The Wolves have had a great season this year. There has been lots of fun and lots of laughs at training
and at all of our games! We had 2 new players join the team this year and they did an awesome job.
They are now officially part of the Wolfpack!
All of the boys have improved there skills and knowledge for the game so much and this has been very
rewarding to watch. I look forward to coaching again in season 2021 but we will be doing some deep
ear cleaning beforehand! Awesome work Wooooolves!
Players: Jackson Chandler, Hunter Liddell, Orlando Magagna, Jay Stride, Levi Tabrett, Jack Tyrer
Coach: Craig Liddell

Manager: Zoe Liddell

U6 Zebras (non-competition)
The Zebras enjoyed their second season together and it was fantastic to have two new players join the
dazzle. Coach Karl’s new focus areas were aimed at encouraging more passing, team play and making
sure the team tried hard to stay focused on the ball in both attack and defence. The boys all worked
hard to build new skills and use them in the games. The team tried hard each week to play every game
in the right spirit and win, lose or draw, their attitude and sportsmanship was fantastic to watch each
week. Despite the unusual year, the most amazing thing that the kids have taken away from this
experience is working together as a team to make sure the ball is passed around, everyone gets a fair
go and to just have FUN!
Due to the challenges we all faced this year our team would like to say a big thank you to all the families
for their support and encouragement each week. We would also like to thank all the other U6 teams,
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managers and coaches. Also, a huge thank you from us to the Springwood Football Club board
members and volunteers because without you, we wouldn't have had a such an amazing year.
Players: Fionn Cummins, Isaac Erickson, Michael Flack, Jack Hudson, Mac Jensen, Liam Loder,
Barnaby Prickett
Coach: Karl Erickson

Manager: Ashlee Loder

U7 Dingoes (non-competition)
It has been a year of growth and development for the Dingoes. Each player has shown exceptional
improvement in their technical skills and in their understanding of team play and spatial awareness on
the field. This was displayed during many highly entertaining games this year which were a pleasure to
watch.
The team has continued to maintain its spirit of fun, sportsmanship, and mutual respect. Dingoes training
sessions are always fun-filled and include much laughter, enthusiasm, and energy.
As individuals, each player has displayed their own standout qualities. Cyrus is determined, a strong
competitor and a skilled player; Herbie is a great offensive player with outstanding ball control skills;
Jake is a thinking player, his footwork is excellent and he is always respectful; Logan has heart, is bold
in his play and shows compassion for his team mates when they take a blow; Reece is a talented player
who is always smiling and trying his best; Tom is passionate and throws his whole self (literally on many
occasions) into the game; Zachary effortlessly glides across the field and is a dynamic player who loves
playing the game.
The Dingoes players would like to thank their parents who have all contributed to helping the team in
some way this year, in particular Rob and Shannon for coaching, Sarah for managing the team, and
Andrew for his timekeeping on game days.
Overall, it has been another fantastic year for the team, which has been enjoyed by all!.
Players:

Logan Atkins, Tom Boland, Jake Brandjes, Zachary Craig,
Cyrus Mogharrebin, Herbie Pain,

Coach: Shannon Atkins & Robert Craig

Reece Frank,

Manager: Sarah Mogharrebin

U7 Emus (non-competition)
This is now the third consecutive year the Emus have been together without any changes to the team.
The continuity has created a very strong bonds, friendships & a well-rounded team. The boys still enjoy
the fun side of the game, whilst they continue to develop their skills and understanding of the game. As
other coaches would testify, the tasks of coaching and maintaining the attention of a group of 7 boys
aged 7, is not always easy, but somehow, coach Keiran is able to bring a great mix of fun and learning
to each of our Tuesday night training sessions.
We would like to make a special mention of Luca Posa who has really shown a significant improvement
throughout the season and has demonstrated skill and talent that enhanced the team overall. A special
mention to all the parents for standing in as managers & coaches when required. Also, to Amy Daniel
for arranging the shirts & fruit assignment each Saturday.
Thank you to all the volunteers at SUFC for being able to successfully restart the competition in such
trying times. Although there were necessary restrictions in place, the ability to play soccer during a
pandemic brought back a sense of normality and distraction to all the issues occurring in 2020.
Players: Cormac Cabban, Henry Cooling, Cooper Daniel, Matthew Keenan, Jack Lehn,
Luca Posa, Ethan Vezitis
Coach: Keiran Vezitis

Manager: Peter Keenan
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U7 Foxes (non-competition)
As the only 'All Girl' team in the U7's this year at Springwood, the Foxes knew that the competition would
be tough. With a war cry of "What does the Fox say? Win, Win, Win, Win, Win" our girls rose to the
challenge and always showed up to both training and game days with enthusiasm and a competitive
spirit. The season developed from a 'finding their feet phase' early on, with some girls not having played
before, to displays of both individual brilliance, assertive play, and some fantastic team efforts in the
latter half. The skill development and game vision for many of the girls this season has been impressive
and we look forward to watching them develop even further as the seasons roll on. The great big smiles
and encouragement toward each other when one of our own scored a goal was great to see. The Foxes
are to be commended this season for their perseverance, graciousness, and tenacity. Well played
Naarah, Milly, Delilah, Brooke, Willow, Kiah and Yasmin.
Go Foxes!
Players: Willow Bracegirdle, Brooke James-New, Yasmin Nanva, Kiah Peake, Delilah Rossiter,
Amelia Skinner, Naarah Van Leerdam.
Coach: Paul Skinner

Manager: Darryl Van Leerdam

U7 Giraffes (non-competition)
With the delay to season 2020 the U7 Giraffe’s were chomping at the bit to get on the field and kick the
ball. Old friends reunited and new friends formed for a great year of football. It’s been an absolute
pleasure again to coach the kids. All the boys made great improvements and have steadily developed
their skills in shooting, passing, dribbling and most importantly defence.
Each player gave an incredible effort week in week out, and never gave up, which is an absolute credit
to them. We’ve had some of the most entertaining, nail biting and memorable games this year which
made watching the games just as much fun as the kids playing the game.
A big thank you to Jim Moutsos our manager for keeping the boys organised from the sidelines, and
also a big thank you to all the Parents, who came and cheered the boys on each week. Congratulations
to the U7 Giraffes, a wonderful bunch of kids who should be very proud of what they have achieved this
year.
Players:

William Driver, Flynn Happell, Lennix McSpadden,
Sonny Rakete Henderson, Oliver Randall, William Stanford

Coach: Evan Stanford

Alexander

Moutsos,

Manager: James Moutsos

U7 Iguanas (non-competition)
The U7 Iguana's came together for their first football season as a group of school friends eager to learn
how to play the game. With very little preparation due to the weather and COVID, they began their
football journey with the very first game of the season. Sometimes they were a little lost (even at the end
of the season) but they were always keen as beans to give it a red hot go. Slowly but surely as the
weeks passed we began to see them develop their skills and they improved week on week. Their
enthusiasm to get out there and give their best each week was a joy to be a part of.
U7 Iguana's it has been such a pleasure to see you grow and learn so much over your first football
season. Thanks for always giving your best and supporting each other on and off the field, even in those
really tricky times. To the Iguana's parents, thank you for being so great with such an unusual first
season. It's been such a pleasure to share this first year with you all. Also, a special thanks to Adam,
you have been an amazing coach for our kids, your efforts are greatly appreciated..
Players: Ryder Beggs, Leon Bowman, Jake Cranston, Aiden Donovan, Caitlin Killeen,
William Lewczak, Oliver Van Biljon
Coach: Adam Beggs

Manager: Kerrie Killeen
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U7 Kangaroos (non-competition)
2020 was a special year for the Under 7 Kangaroos as many of the kids had not played team football
before. Watching them excitedly don their new boots, shin-pads and jerseys for the first time was a
touching moment for all the parents, family and friends. This season has certainly presented its
challenges with copious hand sanitising, attendance sheets and fewer spectators cheering from the
sidelines. The way the kids gelled as a team, continuously improved, and always had fun throughout
the season is a wonderful testimony to their character and resilience in such a tumultuous year. Thanks
to the parents and families for their patience and efforts in getting the kids to and from training and
game-day. We are extremely proud of the Kangaroos efforts and attitude this year and can’t wait for
season 2021.
GO KANGAROOS!!..
Players: Jude Barker, James Colyer, Carter Craig, John Hogan, Alexander Papagianis,
Patrick Thomas, Liam Willis
Coach: Steven Willis

Manager: Jacqueline Willis

U7 Lions (non-competition)
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Players: Ethan Atkinson, Aston Bishop, Lochie Carter, Vincent Catalogna, Eden Hawkes,
Marshall Macleay, Benjamin Ralphs
Coach: Neal Hawkes

Manager: Theresa Macleay

U7 Monkeys (non-competition)
It was a really fantastic season for the U7 Monkeys. They have all improved their skills and teamwork
with every game and training session they have taken part in. Particularly pleasing, has been the way
they have begun to control the ball and look for the right pass to start an attack.
Each member of the team has improved significantly throughout the season. Blake and Arthur have
developed into “super defenders”, tackling well and starting a Monkeys’ attack with a quick pass. Zae,
our ball of energy, has run tirelessly for the team (on and off the pitch) and weighed in with some
important goals. Henry has been like a mid-season super signing after coming back from his injury and
has contributed fantastically in attack and defence. Jesse has developed his passing more and more
and has improved his tackling throughout the season. Tom a.k.a. “The Wall” has had a stellar season,
equally adept at breaking down attacks in defence and joining the attack with a pass or shot. Thank you
to all the players for their energy, spirit and playing the game in the right way. A big thank you to the
coaches, managers, parents and Springwood FC for making this year such a positive experience for the
Monkeys.
Players: Arthur Jacobson, Blake Cupitt-Kelly, Henry Turbill, Jesse Bullock, Tom Driver,
Zae Every
Coach: Adam Bullock & Ryan Every

Manager: Rebecca Cooper & Rebecca Drury

U7 Wolves (non-competition)
Our 3rd and final year as the ‘Wolves’! It was great to get a full season and continue our weekly goal of
having fun and learning what it’s like to be part of a team.
Boys, well done again improving your confidence, skills and communicating with each other on and off
the field. Your parents have really enjoyed watching how you work together in getting that ball up the
field as well as trying to stop it coming the other way! The opportunities for learning have been endless,
particularly with all those other teams we’ve played against, each offering a different insight to how we
are going, what we can work on, what we can change etc.
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To the parents/families, this has been said in every ‘Wolves’ report, but we should be proud of each of
our boy’s development as a person, player and teammate.
Players: Brae Collins, Archer Curteis Thomas Engelhard, Samuel Gabriel, Jaxon Grosse, Liam
Mackenzie, Moses Rosa
Coach: Mark Gabriel

Manager: Ian Curteis

U7 Zebras (non-competition)
Everyone will tell you how COVID disrupted the year. We are so proud of how team Zebras took it all in
their stride. No one ever complained, we just got on with playing football. A massive thank you to all the
parents and family who had to abide by all the new rules and regulations that were imposed. You put all
your trust in the new coach and manager combination, in dropping off the kids for training and following
the guidelines on game days. Your support has not gone unnoticed. We had some new players this year
that have slotted in and played with great team spirit. The whole team have progressed this year with
their skill and team play. It is fantastic to see these players getting better each and every week. Thank
you, team Zebras, for putting in 110% effort all the time. We have appreciated your energy and
enthusiasm through these uncertain times. There is nothing this team cannot shoot for in the future.
Players: Jamie Baber, Caylem Bradford, Sienna Clark, Thomas Hill, Emily Stewart-Rowley,
Owen Sutton
Coach: Luke Rowley

Manager: Lydia Stewart-Rowley

U8 Blue (non-competition)
The Under 8 Blues had a wonderful season in 2020. The year had everything - great goals, fantastic
passing movements, brilliant team defence, amazing game awareness, new friendships formed and old
ones strengthened. With each game the boys grew into a formidable team. A desire to get the ball to
someone in a better position was always on their minds. Agile in attack and rock solid in defence the U8
Blues loved scoring goals and made sure opposition teams had to work hard for their goals.
A couple of new additions to the team this year added to the fun and craziness at training. Once Saturday
rolled around, the boys switched into game mode and played their hearts out. All boys showed great
improvement as the year progressed whether it be their dribbling, close control or playing simple passes
to a team mate in space. When the boys clicked together they were so exciting to watch. A special thank
you to Manager Kristie for her great support on match days and throughout the season. Thank you to
all the parents that came along to cheer and support the kids. It was a challenging year but soccer
brought some normality and real joy for the mighty Blues.
Players: Mitchell Basic, Jake Buchanan-Judd, Luca Burchall, Ethan Fracaro, Alastair Johnson,
Evan Machin, Beau Medlin, Finlay O'Connell, Isaac Reid
Coach: Luke O'Connell

Manager: Kristie Buchanan

U8 Green (non-competition)
This year saw incredible resilience and tenacity from our boys who overcame many obstacles to just be
able to go on the pitch each week and have fun, improve their individual and team skills and display
quality football. The season has been a wonderful opportunity for each boy to increase his abilities at
training and on game days. The boys learnt so much in Gamesmanship and appreciation for them
beautiful game'. Our two Ezekiels played so well at both ends of the pitch, great games at goalie and
they slotted some great goals also. Toby has had his best year yet, a quality players player at defence
and attack. Archie came into the squad as did Noah and both boys played really well, consistently
throughout the season, clearing balls and setting up goals! Mason and his brother Bentley were like a
dynamic duo, fast, fit and fearless, always taking on the defender and running hard for the ball! Hamish
displayed enthusiasm, energy and played so well in the defensive line. Josiah and his weapon of a right
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foot often found the back of the net and he was always pushing in defence, a quality player. Xavier
played his best year yet, slotting goals from everywhere, supporting all his teammates and chasing down
every ball. A fabulous year of football. Thanks to the referees each week, and the club for working so
hard to get the season in. We are looking forward to next year.
Players: Bentley Barnett, Mason Barnett, Noah Bloomfield, Hamish Cook, Ezekiel Jacob,
Archie Mason, Xavier Osborne, Toby Pereira, Ezekiel Sands, Josiah Skinner
Coach: Adam Osborne

Manager: Daniela Cook

U8 Orange (non-competition)
This year was an interesting start with the first games and training being washed out. Then COVID hit.
So, the kids didn’t all get to meet until we all started back at training. They came together so nicely. It
was their first year on a bigger field, with a bigger team and two- and a-bit teams came together to form
one. The kids got along well and played well as a team, learning about positions (kind of) and working
together. The kids also all got a turn at being goalie and all that entails, including being able to use their
hands! Some liked it, some didn’t, most wanted the glory of scoring goals, and score some beautiful
goals they did. When the kids had their go in goals, they all did their best and made some amazing
saves. The U8 Oranges have had a great year, with a great new coach, Ben. I hope we get to see
everyone back next year for another year of learning and development, but most importantly, fun!
Players:

Caleb Byrnes, Yanni Garber-Greenwood, Amy Jones, Ethan
Benjamin Lazare, Hugh Lewis, Jeno Patrick, Jake Ryan, Luca Wildman

Coach: Ben Garber

Konwerski,

Manager: Therese Konwerski

U8 Red (non-competition)
As the season has progressed the under 8 Red Team has really come together. This was a big year for
these kids. They adjusted really well to the bigger team, formed new friendships and had fun playing
together. Most even enjoyed having a turn at goalie. They learnt new game rules, all those who refereed
our games were really encouraging and patient teaching our boys the rules.
The boys were always respectful at all the games and it has been wonderful seeing their passion for
football continue. I know they were grateful and excited to be able to play even a shorter season this
year. A big thank you to our coach Dave Templeman for his patience and dedication.
Players- Tobey Bail, Patrick Church, Joshua Duck, Jonte Fairbairn, Beau Gardiner,
Caellum Garry, Kai Justic, Ryan Sykes, Henry Templeman, Dominic Wilkins,
Jesse Wronski
Coach- David Templeman

Manager- Martina Bowron

U8 White (non-competition)
The U8 whites have grown together since the U5 games gaining a few new players and a few new skills
with each year that has passed. That said, this year we were lucky to meet some players totally new to
the game too. The U8 competition has seen the introduction of a goal keeper and a somewhat general
understanding of the different field positions to play from striker to midfield and to defence and with each
player taking turns in all positions so as to get a better grasp of the benefits of playing together as a
whole team - marking up the opposition, tackling, chasing the ball, applying pressure, passing, dribbling,
developing control of the ball especially down the sides or from the corners, not to mention big field
gaining kicks and better aiming for goals in addition to defending from the opposition. This year we’ve
had many nail-biting games indeed - a few heart stoppers too! Now that the end of season is upon us
we can see that we’ve definitely been blessed with such an awesome group of kids and we’re proud to
call the U8 Whites our team. Fingers crossed we can continue to develop and hone our skills together
over the coming years. Well done U8 White!
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Players ; Tyler Andreotti, Xavier Clark, Finn Corscadden, Elijah Devery, Valentino Di Battista,
Finn Dunleavy, Hayden Flavell, Lily Hather, Oliver Hill, Riley Hughes, Rafael Murray
Coach: Valerio Di Battista

Manager: Melissa Hather

U9 Blue (non-competition)
What a scintillating season from the U9 Blues! The best in my 5 years coaching this fantastic team.
The team has continued to grow and develop as a squad displaying brilliant skills, gamesmanship and
support of each other. The boys have thrived during the challenging season of 2020 with each of the
team members committing to training nights with enthusiasm, a wiliness to improve, positional
development and continually challenging the coach to make the training sessions longer!
Floyd has achieved great tackling & jockey technique with plenty of practice at training, Lachlan’s ball
control continues to improve, Luke once again has dominated as sweeper and controlling the back line,
Myles was at his best on the left with bicycle kick attempts! Darius drove the middle and forward lines
decimating the opposition, Felix with his great first touch controlled the ball with authority, James
provided stability playing in the middle with great touches and has developed a great passing game,
Darcy enjoyed the wide space with a mid-season move to the left forward position resulting in a wealth
of goals with a few cracking volleys. Charlie dominated the right forward position with strong ball control,
outstanding crossing to the back post and a wealth of long range goals!
Players: Luke Chapman, James Denholm, Myles Golby, Felix Kelly, Charlie Lyne, Darius Nanva,
Lachlan Newport, Darcy Ryan, Floyd Smith, William West
Coach: Simon Lyne

Manager: Natacha Ryan

U9 Maroon (non-competition)
In their second year together our amazing team of under 9’s really impressed. With no one wanting to
quit after a delayed start, the boys show up every week and are ready to go. We’ve seen some great
improvements with the boy’s skills and support for each other.
A huge thank you to all the parents for supporting throughout the year. The coach, Sam, did a great job
of pulling the team together and encouraging the boys to play their best. A special mention to Dale for
lending a hand at training as well.
Well done on another great season U9 Maroons.
Players: Jimmy Bowman, Lucas Driver, Levi Friedland-Jaccoud, Ethan Harris, Liam Jackson,
Michael Killeen, Liam O'Neill, Dexter Pachinger, Ashley Sinclair, Joel Thompson,
Hugo Wiessner
Coach: Sam Harris

Manager: Amy Thompson

U9 Orange (non-competition)
2020 was a fun year for the Under 9 Oranges. A lot of good times together, a few matches won, a few
lost, but most of all a lot of good fun was had by all and I think that was the take-away for the year.
This year all the players seemed to have gelled easily together as a team and as new friends enjoying
the fun that is playing soccer. Training sessions on a Tuesday night were a good mixture of skills
development, fun games and a little bit of free play too to get them ready for the match on the weekend.
The level of skill development has been impressive this year thanks to coach Kirsty and her solid list of
fun training exercises and games. The year started off with matches being a moving scrum to then
becoming matches with some deft dribbling and passing into the centre were there were the one or two
players to finish with at least a shot at goal. All games were played with a competitive spirit and above
all in a fair and sportsman like manner.
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In conclusion the year was a good year, a fun year, and a competitive year were I think all the kids and
parents enjoyed playing or watching where all had a good old fashioned go and developed their own
soccer game throughout the year. Well done all and see you next year!
Players: Max Fryer, Elijah Kamran, Aiden Lloyd-Cartwright, Riley Mccormack, Isabelle Mulligan,
Eli Musgrave, Liam O'Riordan, Thomas Randall, Caleb Ritchie, Spencer Thomas
Coach: Kirsty Randall

Manager: Simone Thomas & Kenneth Thomas

U9 Red (non-competition)
2020 has been a very different year for all of us and congratulations to SUFC for being able successfully
restart the competition is such trying times. This year we welcomed three new players, Harper Duffy,
Jaxson Nicolls & Michael Broadhead, who have all made positive contributions to the team.
Coach, David Hicks, placed a large amount focus on field position and ball control this season, which
was continuously practiced throughout our training sessions. This paid off for the team with significant
improvement to how they interact on the field. The intensity of the competition is becoming more evident
as demonstrated by the team adapting to the higher standard being offered by other teams.
It was very pleasing to see great sportsmanship demonstrated by the team in volunteering to fill in for
the opposing teams if they were unable to have field a full team. David would rotate the boys so they
could experience different positions. One position all exceled in was goalkeeper. On many occasions,
over various players the team were able to keep the opposition scoreless.
Congratulations to David and team on an outstanding 2020 season and look forward to a successful
2021 season.
Players: Miles Barker, Michael Broadhead, Harper Dufty, Jasper Engelhard, Rhys Hale,
Lachlan Keenan, Callum Mackenzie, Matthew O'Brien, Daniel Sterling-Levis,
Jaxson Taffel
Coach: David Hicks

Manager: Peter Keenan

U9 White (non-competition)
Another fabulous season by the boys this year where they have shown great development as a team,
earning respect and admiration from opposition and officials alike. The lads have improved in their skills,
but more notably in their teamwork, ability to change tactics and range of goal scoring techniques: some
of their team goals were simply fantastic! Every player showed improvement in some area of their game
this year, and every player scored a goal. We didn’t concede more than 2 in any one game either. And
we got to play in snow! I’m so proud of the way the boys adapted to what was a very difficult season.
Congratulations boys – you are a highly competitive team yet show encouragement to others. You are
so much fun to coach. Thanks to Greg for his super management of the team, making my job as coach
so much easier and to the fabulous parents for their support.
Players: Myles Albury, Alex Anderson, Lincoln Croft, Xavier Curley, Sebastian Hickey,
Harry Hodges, Samuel Holdsworth, Luke Malone, Samuel Posford, Lachlan Wright
Coach: John Leahey

Manager: Steve Willis

U9 Yellow (non-competition)
This team have grown together as a team virtually unchanged since under 7’s and are an absolute
pleasure to coach and manage. New players who have joined ‘The Dingoes’ over the past couple of
years have been welcomed with open arms by the kids and their parents. There really is a great culture
within this team and our WhatsApp group is very entertaining .
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As under 9’s we still don’t play for competition points and the emphasis is on team play both in games
and in training but this doesn’t stop the Dingoes from being very competitive and always doing their
best. The Dingoes are a very entertaining team to watch and in a year that has been very unusual to
say the least they have provided a lovely distraction and escape. Our ‘no contact’ training sessions when
we were first allowed to return were ‘fun’ to manage as we tried to explain to kids who had been locked
up for months that they weren’t allowed to tackle each other. We’ve played in some very exciting games
with every player making improvements to their game throughout the season. We’ve shared the
goalkeeping duties as usual and have seen some amazing performances when called upon. Although
we have scored some wonderful goals it has been the defensive efforts across the park which have
really stood out this season. Our determination to regain possession and not concede goals is very
impressive. More than anything it is the outstanding team spirit, sportsmanship but most of all the
enjoyment displayed by the kids that has made it so satisfying for all that have been able to watch them
play this year. To our manager, Karen, thank you for all your support throughout the season. Your
positive outlook, and amazing organisational skills is very much appreciated by all. A big thanks must
also go to all the parents who were always willing to help out whenever needed. Hopefully we get to
spend more time together in the coming years! AAARRROOO!!!
Players: Jonathan Bradshaw, Noah Cummins, John Garth, Edie Jensen, Alfred Lehn,
Cooper Machin, Javier Marchant Jimenez, Bronson Mills, Hunter Rudd, Connor Wilson
Coach: Jason Marchant

Manager: Karen Garth

U10 Black (non-competition)
I cannot put into words how proud I am of each one of you boys for this 2020 season. This year has
brought us many challenges as a Club, as a team, and as individuals. We had a shorter season, and
our training requirements were changed. We also had to ensure we were doing everything possible to
follow the rules and regulations brought on by COVID-19. But this didn’t stop you guys! You all took on
these challenges and just continued to play great football.
“This season I saw a team that played as a team and not as individuals”
As mentioned to you all during our first training session, I demand that you each respect yourself, each
other, and our opposition. You all showed me this and I congratulate you on a high-quality season of
football. So, in the meantime, celebrate and look back on what you have each achieved this Season of
2020. Hope to see you all back in 2021!!
Players: Angus Rogers, Brendan Manning, Caleb Paine-Burke, Finton Hazell, Harry Price,
Jayden Edwards, Koby Morgan, Logan Rintoul, Oscar Doyle, Taro Pickham,
Zach Morgan
Coach: Glenn Pickham

Manager: Kylie Pickham

U10 Blue (non-competition)
Getting a season up and running this year was so great for our bunch of Blues boys. Our group of boys
that have been together for a number of years now were joined by some fresh talent keen to make their
mark. Each player has shown improvement in teamwork, sportsmanship and football skills over the
season. They have encouraged each other, built and enhanced combinations across the field and
thoroughly enjoyed their season.
Coach Rob has made sure training and games are fun, inclusive and harnessing of the individual and
team skills of each player. Thank you to our Blues family and Springwood United for ensuring 2020 still
had all the great atmosphere and environment for our kids to play and enjoy their football.
Players: Aidan Seisun, Angus Weir, Archie Lamont, Archie Saliba, Bobby Smoth, Lucas Bernays,
Lucas Priora, Luke Pospischil, Mitchell Taylor, William Iskov, Zachary Zalan-Pipe
Coach: Robert Taylor & Ryan Taylor

Manager: Jessica Taylor
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U10 Maroon (non-competition)
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Players: Ben Tran, Damon Musgrave, Ethan Bromley, Eva Atkinson, Jesse Lovett, Kai Hobson,
Lucas Bennetts, Oliver Green
Coach: David Carter

Manager: Dion Pascoe

U10 Orange (non competition)
2020 was an amazing season for our wonderful team. The boys excelled and played like a team of
champions. Many of the team have been together for several years now and that was evident when we
hit the field. We had some amazing games and some real moments that made me proud to be the coach
of this superlative group of boys.
Everyone in the team found their strengths, whether it be in defence or attack but our best traits were
our effort, skill, teamwork and friendship. As coach, I looked forward to our Tuesday night training
sessions which were all about fun, ball skill, defence and scoring goals. My biggest thank you to the
entire team and their families for making this season really enjoyable. A special mention to or manager
Jacqui. Without Jacqui’s efforts this year we would not have had such a special season.
I love being on the sideline during a game and helping the boys. Instructions like: ‘What are you doing
there? You’re not a forward!’, ‘You wanted to play in the forwards!’, ‘Stop running back’, ‘Get out, get
out’ or ‘Run boys, now run more’. Everything I asked all you boys delivered. I am proud of each of you.
My message to the team for the future…………… Always try hard and give it your best, be a nice person
and a great friend to everyone you know. Make sure you run onto the ball and have fun when you play
soccer and always respect your parents and family. They are the ones that made it possible for you to
play this year.
2020 will be a season that I will never forget.
Players: Asher Kaminski, Benjamin Dawson, Jack Sherriff, Jonathan Flack, Jude Alderton,
Leighton Stevens, Liam Costigan, Logan Gardner-Gentles, Nicholas Koulouris,
Patrick Payens, Quinn Shanks, Ulysses Legrand
Coach: Michael Alderton

Manager: Jacqui Sherriff

U10 Red (non-competition)
2020 was a great season for the Under 10 Reds! The season began with 11 individual players and
ended with a united and winning team. The boys learned how to listen, be respectful and work well
together. By the end of season, they passed the ball around more and communicated more effectively.
Skills were developed and improved by all and they learnt what positions best suited their abilities. It
was a pleasure to see how much joy the boys had at each game and the way they encouraged each
other when someone did something well. Thanks for a fun season boys and hope you all return again
next year!
Players: Casey Ritchie, Cooper Vachalec, Hamish Pereira, Iszaak Amesbury, Jacob Gilchrist,
Jeremiah Badger, Joshua Archibald, Joshua Clarke, Liam Van Leerdam,
Nicholas Steele, Thomas Harris
Coach: Timothy Gilchrist

Manager: Emma Pereira & Samantha Clarke

U10 White (non-competition)
2020 has been an outstanding season for the Under 10 Whites, who have shown focus and have steadily
grown together as a solid side. As a team, they have shown positivity, the ability to adapt and a true love
and respect for the sport. Displaying mental fortitude, they have pulled together to push forward towards
winning the game.
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I would like to acknowledge each and every player for their individual contributions to the overall
achievements of the team this year. Each player has brought unique qualities and skills to our team.
They have shown greater confidence in applying the skills of defence and attack, with players identifying
and developing their talents in specialised positions. During the season, we have seen some absolutely
nail-biting games, which have involved some excellent passing and positional play. They should all be
proud of what they have achieved and of how far they have come.
A huge thanks to John, our long-time coach, who has helped the boys to develop strong skills as well
as instilling the importance of field position, passing and playing as a team. Thank you to the team
parents who have always ensured that the team are at training and able to play each week.
To our players; Xander, Sebastian, Ryan, Oscar, Lucas, Isaac, Hamish, Eli, Dylan, Connor W and
Connor L; thank you for your dedication, hard-work and drive to improve. Wishing you all the best in the
2021 season with the grading process and with your future footballing journeys!
Players: Connor Leahey, Connor Willis, Dylan Cantwell, Eli Schroeder, Hamish Richards,
Isaac Martyn, Lucas Brown, Oscar Kirton, Ryan Andrews, Sebastian Pain, Xander Feki
Coaches: John Leahey

Manager: Tamara Pain
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Junior Football Team Reports
U11/1 Black (non-competition)
Regardless of the obvious challenges this year has posed, our group of talented young players have
become quite a team! They have developed a trust for each other's strengths and adapted well to their
rotation of positions on the field. Most improved is their teamwork and ability to pass the ball quickly and
skilfully.
We were so fortunate to gain an exceptional coach this season, Robert Higgins. Robert has years of
experience and a wealth of knowledge. Our boys look up to Robert on and off the field at both training
and during games. We are also very grateful to have had the wonderful support of Craig Huggins, our
Assistant Coach.
Winning games hasn't been everything for our team this year, rather the camaraderie and positive team
spirit, which has really brought this team together, thanks to the encouragement of Robert, Craig and
our supportive family members.
I am very proud to say that our team have played with great integrity and unity, which is definitely
something all of our families should be proud of also. They played clean, fair games, despite winning or
losing at the time.
Thank you to the team and their families for their patience and understanding while we awaited the start
of the season this year. It has really paid off as the boys have had a wonderful run!
Players: Ben Cassidy, Blake Gough, Brydan Mcleod, Carter Huggins, Cooper Golby,
Flynn Driver, Flynn Engelhard, Harvey Jones, Joshua Benaud, Joshua Croucher,
Lachlan McAlpine, Samuel Lister
Coach: Robert Higgins

Manager: Kylie Jones

U11/1 White (non-competition)
This group of boys came together from all the U10 teams after grading. With old mates reacquainted
and some players alone with new faces to learn, we got into an organised training routine as soon as
training was allowed to recommence. As we started to learn how one another worked, the boys started
to have fun at training and there were early signs that the boys would gel well and have a good season.
The new season saw us promoted from Div 2 to Div 1 though and all of a sudden the season looked a
little less certain.
From the get go the boys have put in a lot of effort and pushed most teams all the way in every game,
winning only a few, but never giving up and winning the praise of opposition coaches and the cheers of
a small but vocal family group who made up for the lack of spectators at all our matches.
All of the boys have contributed in all positions this year and their positional and tactical development
has been quite evident.
Thanks to manager Amy and all the players and their families for their commitment throughout this crazy
season. I look forward to seeing the boys return in 2021.
Players: Adam Springett, Ethan Banks, Fletcher Bryant, Harrison Iles, Jack Buttriss, James
Rafter, Lucas Chapman, Owen Young, Robbie Pigram, Travis Sagovac, Tristan WadeFerrell, Xavier Johnson
Coach: Dale Wade-Ferrell

Manager: Amy Iles
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U11/2 (non-competition)
A season that was worth waiting for. This year saw a major upheaval for everyone in Under 11, not only
from the trials of Covid 19, but also from the trials of grading into new teams for the first time. I was lucky
enough to be selected to coach the Under 11 Division 2 team. The boys have been amazing on and off
the field, we may not have won every game, but the boys were gracious in both victory and defeat. I
have enjoyed watching them develop their skills in first touch and 1v1 in particular. The boys have had
a great time at training learning new tricks, and even inventing some of their own… I hope everyone has
had a much fun as I have.
Thank you, to Angela for your support and for getting us through the online team sheets, to the boys for
their wonderful teamwork and sportsmanship, to all the families for their fantastic sideline support, and
those who had to sacrifice watching children play this year for the greater good, and thankyou to the
other volunteers and the committee members for getting us the season we thought we would not see.
I look forward to what the new year and new season will offer as we enter competition football.
Players: Ashton Clark, Benjamin Gomez, Brodie Dufty, Edward Brown, Justin Sykes,
Lachlan Billiards, Oliver Cusack, Oliver Livingston, Owen Bishop, William Ghata
Coach: Brendan Cusack

Manager: Angela Dufty

U11/4 (non-competition)
2020 has been an extremely difficult year for all peoples of this earth, due to Covid19. The U11/4 team
has had to play with reduced players for large portions of the season. Resilience and bravery have been
the cornerstone characteristics shown by the team. The boys just kept turning up despite all the
difficulties and their love of football shone through.
The boys have bonded together well and the absence of inflated egos and the willingness of the boys
to go the extra mile for each other is an example the many others could follow in broader society. Some
of the football displayed by the team is a credit to Andy (the coach) and it is fair to say that the level of
football played did not generally reflect in the final score recorded.
The boys should be very proud of their efforts and we would like to think that they have learned some
very valuable life lessons in a season of great adversity. It has been my pleasure to manage this team
and I am very grateful to the boys and their families for making the season the absolute best that we
could. Hope to see you all again in 2021.
Players: Aden Hather, Angus Randall, Cisco Borbely, Declan Thomas, Jack Ralphs, James Klein,
James Magner, Liam Boys, Micah Elia, Nathan Broadhead, Samuel Taylor
Coach: Andrew Elia

Manager: Stephen Broadhead

U11/5 (non-competition)
Our team had a great season, even with the challenges of COVID. We hadn’t played together as a team
before, and the skill levels varied a little. Some were more confident than others. However, we had three
rules that we stuck by: 1) Have fun; 2) Treat the other team with respect; 3) Always try your best. And I
often threw in a fourth: it doesn’t matter what the score was. In this way, we focused on having a growth
mindset as a team. And it paid off: our team won more often than not. And toward the end of the season
we were beating teams that had beaten us early on in the game. But more importantly, the team was
having fun, and giving it their best shot. As a coach, this made me immensely proud. Well done, lads!
And well done to our manager, Cara, who did the admin (which was heavier due to COVID restrictions).
Well done also to the parents, for transporting their boys to training, and to games. As the coach, I loved
working with everyone. All in all, a great year!
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Players: Cameron James-New, Eli Jenner, Hugo Lewczak, Jack Barter, Jake Kennedy,
Joel Machin, Judah Schepel, Lucas Little, Lucas Winfield, Mishka Balogh
Coaches: Akos Balogh

Manager: Cara Schepel
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Female Small Sided & Junior Competition Team Reports
U8G Yellow (non-competition)
Our girls have had a fantastic first year together. Hopefully one of many! Win or lose, they do it with a
big smile on their faces, never letting anything get in their way, never giving up. Coach Ciaran gives his
best every week, supporting the girls, pushing them to work hard and try their best at training and on
the field on game day. His time and effort is well received by the girls and greatly appreciated by all the
parents. The girls are slowly finding their place on the field, figuring out where their strengths lie, and
always willing to give anything a go. I hope they all continue to grow and develop their skills and love of
the game, with more time together, playing alongside each other, surrounding themselves with positivity
and players they enjoy spending time with on the field, anything is possible! Well done girls and bring
on 2021!
Also, a big thankyou to our parents for all your understanding during all the COVID restrictions, it's been
such a difficult year. Many, many thanks.
Players: Sarah Benaud, Alexa Cranston, Kayla Doyle, Summah Galea, Sophie Gough,
Maisie Lamont, Violet Sullivan, Romilly Wade-Ferrell, Cassidy Weir, Ava Witton
Coach: Ciaran Doyle

Manager: Tenille Weir

U8G Purple (non competition)
The U8 girls purple team had a great debut season. All girls were new to football, so our first few weeks
were spent learning the rules and getting to know each other. Over the following weeks the girls trained
hard and improved tremendously each game. They showed great courage and tenacity against more
experienced teams, and all of their hard work resulted in some fantastic goals, great teamwork, and lots
of fun. Great job U8 girls!
Players: Leah Annabel, Kiara Kellett, Anna Mann, Violet Martyn, Matilda McAlister, Ella Phillips,
Harper Rawlinson, Adah Roberts, Elise Thompson
Coach: Robert Mann

Manager: Heidi Phillips

U9G Green (non-competition)
Congratulations to all the girls on such a great season. You adapted to all the changes and challenges
that this season brought and showed great resilience and dedication to each other to continue on and
have so much fun. It was wonderful to watch you all grow and develop a better understanding of field
positions in both attack and defence. You worked as a team to string passes together, sending the ball
up the field and worked even harder to chase down players and clear the ball in defence and stop goals.
You all developed some fancy foot work and ball skills with dribbling, turning and striking the ball which
led to some impressive goals being scored and strong defensive clearing of the ball. It was great to see
you show up each week with such positive attitudes and put in so much effort for each other. You
encourage each other and have a strong team spirit that other teams admire. You should all feel very
proud of yourselves.
A big thank you to coach Marty for working through all the challenges and supporting the girls to develop
and grow into such an amazing team. Also, thanks to all the parents for supporting the girls this season.
Players: Georgie Anderson, Ebony Beames, Katherine Billiards, Eliza Brown, Lilly Chalice,
Mischa Gardner-Gentles, Lexie Mackay, Poppy Ryan, Sienna Valentini
Coach: Martyn Billiards & Stacey Gentles

Manager: Stacey Gentles
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U9G Grey (non-competition)
U9 Grey had a fantastic season, amazing us game after game. Under the expert tutelage of Coach Phil,
the girls quickly learned positioning, ball control, passing and tackling skills. No motivation was required
from the sideline as the sibling rivalry between Amelia and Lilah saw them pushing themselves to the
limit. Willing to play any position and take on any player presented opportunities with Amelia scoring our
first goal of the season.
Mia joined the team partway into the season. Possessing natural skill, she was a solid defender that
could always be counted on. Charlotte excelled no matter where she was on the field, digging deep
after some big knocks. Emmaline had some cracking saves in goal deflecting, solid strikes and, no
matter how tough the opposition, the girls were always ready to reinspire the team with a few moral
boosting cartwheels. Ursula has phenomenal speed and ability, continually managing to drive the ball
into opposition territory. It was evident Aurelia was determined to give it her all this season, showing
remarkable improvements game after game. The highly focused Cassie would not be intimidated,
always eager to be in goals and put her body on the line- even managing to break her wrist whilst
successfully defending an attempt at goal.
A big thankyou to the parents helping out with the washing each week, ensuring our shirts were the
brightest on the field and to Team Marshall/ Battle cry coordinator Adam who was always willing to pitch
in.
Players: Amelia Arthurson, Lilah Arthurson, Mia Baker, Charlotte Birtles, Emmaline Birtles,
Ursula Jacobson, Aurelia Johnson, Cassandra Pigram
Coach: Phillip Birtles

Manager: Robert Pigram

U10G Green (non-competition)
What a fantastic season for the U10 Greens!! What started off as a collection of different friendship
groups, quickly transformed into a true team with a LOT of spirit!
The girls really developed significantly over the course of the season, both in their individual skills and
their gameplay as a team. Player’s favourite positions became apparent during the season, and this
really reflected in the performances. The defence was always strong with sound positional sense, the
midfield committed to supporting in defence and attack, and the forwards running hard at goal and
scoring some great goals.
Win, lose or draw, the “Green Team” always had fun, and sometimes even listened to their coaches
.
Games were always played in the right spirit, with the girls enthusiastically thanking their opponents
after the games. Friendships continued to develop within the team as quickly as their skills and gameplay
and I am sure much fun will be had when they get together at the end of season! Go the Greens, and
here is to next season!
Thank you to the coaches, managers and parents, who all got involved and supported the girls on match
day. A great team spirit on and off the pitch!
Players: Adelaide Medlin, Annabelle Birtles, Eliza Byrne, Ella McCall, Erin DeBono, Eva Melville,
Eve Lester, Evelyn Mann, Isla Bullock, Katie O'Connor, Zahra Nash
Coach: Jason Marchant

Manager: Karen Garth

U10G Yellow (non-competition)
What a fantastic group of girls that I had the privilege to coach. They decided from day one that they
were going to go all season undefeated. This proved true until one of the very last games where they
went down 2/1 in very windy conditions. Each of the girls has shown improvement in their football ability
and have all been tremendous role models for the club, as they played competitively and friendly all
season.
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The girls embraced training with great enthusiasm and worked hard as a team scoring many wonderful
individual and team goals. Each player had a turn at Goalie (not so enthusiastically) and they learnt
positions, improved passing and ball control.
Thanks to our wonderful manager Carla for all the extra work this season thanks to COVID. Keeping
attendance records, washing shirts, bringing sunscreen, hand sanitiser and poppers.
Thanks to our sponsors for our training shirts and beanies. Thanks to all our parents for following
guidelines and making our job easier. We look forward to next season and hopefully we can welcome
all our supporters who couldn’t be there this season
Players: Alana Prior, Annabelle Duck, Elise Lowe, Emilie Dempsey, Indianna Batchelor, Iris Hirst,
Layla Sawyer, Maeve Sullivan, Olethea Garry, Piper Kelly, Rosalie Tai
Coaches: Megan Gilchrist

Manager: Carla Sawyer

U11G/1 Black (non-competition)
2020 will certainly be a year we all look back on with mixed emotions, and for the amazing U11G Black
it will be remembered as their last year on the modified field! This team report could easily be a copy
and paste from the previous few years as these girls never cease to amaze and impress… the only
difference this year was there weren’t as many family and friends watching them from the sideline.The
strength, power, and determination shown by the girls this year resulted in many dominant
performances, and it became clear that they are more than ready to step up to the full-size field next
season!
As usual there are too many highlights to mention, but their overall positional play, teamwork and effort
was phenomenal. Our defence all season was rock solid, equalled only by our stunning attack! One of
the moments I hope the girls remember in years to come was playing in the muddy conditions... it’s not
something you see much now days!
All the girls should be commended for the improvement they made this year. They played every game
with a tremendous amount of commitment, courage, determination and sportsmanship… and they all
had tons of fun in the process! You were all an absolute pleasure to coach again, and we can’t wait to
see what you can all do next year!
Last but not least, mega thanks to our brilliant manager Rachael, you kept everyone informed, up to
date and organised in a year with lots of new information and procedures!
Players:

Annabella Sciberras, Daniella Stanley, Eleanor Fortunat, Elysia Burchall,
Isabella O'Connell, Isobel Rowntree, Lexie Firth, Lyla Douglas, Madalynn Cooper,
Seda Amputch, Zoe Mein

Coaches: Tony Firth

Manager: Rachael Stanley

U11G/1 White (non-competition)
With the crazy start to the season, great to see how eager the team were to be outside and just wanted
to play games. Everyone was a bit rusty at first, however, once we were able to start playing, soon
realised how focussed the team can be and how much improvement was occurring in their skills and
team spirit from week to week. The girls settled into a steady rhythm during the season, by turning up
each week, keen to practice their skills and improve. We focussed on specific drills at each training
session, such as moving the ball forward, ball control and passing to team mates in space then taking
shots at goal, They followed up by putting these skills into practice each weekend, and contributing to a
healthy team spirit that enabled every player of the team to improve with each game played.
With a few more away games, the team came up against a good variety of opponents and challenges.
No matter who or where they played, this team adapted quickly, and always displayed enthusiasm and
sports-person-ship. They never stopped trying, even when we were short on players. Working well as a
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team in every game, they really showcased their great team spirit. We managed to turn up to every
game where they defended strongly, always willing to throw themselves in and try to win back
possession, and move the ball forward, which they did consistently well. This in turn, enabled the team
to create those opportunities to take shots on goal with many of them landing in the back of the net
Players: Annalise Lia, Freya Wiessner, Gemma Waghorn, Grace Wardle, Kate McIlveen,
Madeline Thompson, Melody Osborne, Mia Saliba, Ruanii Claudino, Ryenne Long,
Sophia Cantwell
Coaches: Nicole Gonzalez Capote & Martin Cantwell

Manager: Kathy Waghorn

U12G/1
When the girls look back and ask “Wwhat was I doing in 2020?" I hope playing football is one of the
memories that comes to mind. It has been a memorable year for so many reasons - not just hand
sanitiser. We had a squad of 16 with others waiting to join. Despite the long pause to the season start
we did not lose a player. It was the first outing for some in football at Springwood. For others it was the
first outing on “the big field” with 11 players, larger goals and the offside rule. As the only U12G team
we had a range of skills in the team. Impressive was the spirit of encouragement that the team showed
- particularly to the newer players. The girls played in the right spirit with a sense of fun all season.
Captain Maddie lead the way from her goal-, keeping and striking and encouraging her team mates from
day one. As a team with so many players we were frequently able to assist the U14G teams by providing
players - as the numbers in that age were very tight. . Parents and girls rose to the occasion. Those
players showed they are ready for the next season in U14Gs.
Thanks to Susan, our manager, for keeping us on track and mastering the electronic match sheet and
the Pilawas for washing the shirts. Thanks to the parents who, this season, had to observe as many
rules on the sideline as the girls did on the field.
Players: Lainey Beames, Abby Buttriss, Amelia Crouch, Charlotte Debono, Leonie Ellis,
Genevieve Gould-Towns, Jasmine Lovett, Emmason Lunney, Maddison Machon,
Ruby Melville, Angelika Okladnikov, Ivory Osborne, Nora Pilawa, Olivia Prior,
Chloe Sutton, Lilah Wood
Coaches: Steve Nicholson

Manager: Susan Gould-Towns

U14G/1
It was great to have a jolly group of girls who kicked & giggled their way through the season and were
very enthusiastic at training, wanting to continue past finishing time. It was a hard 1st half of the season
against the top teams but it was obvious in the 2nd half of the season, that what we’d been practising
at training was working. The girls were settling into more permanent positions and had definitely
improved - passes were better, there was more tackling, they played harder, they started scoring goals
and winning some games. When we played the top teams, the girls held their own & only narrowly lost
to them. Well done girls for your efforts and for getting on so well, everyone clicked & mixed! Millie was
our awesome goalie; Neive the captain and our most consistent player; Summer made up our team’s
war cry; Rose K owned right back; Lani had awesome throw-ins; Rose L made some good dashes;
Caitlin played various positions when short, often two in the one game; Alex was great as centre mid;
Sophie was new to the game and learnt quickly; Bethany scored our first goal; Holly scored a fabulous
goal from a tight angle and Chloe played her usual great games. Thanks to Neive’s parents for washing
the shirts, Millie’s parents for being our Marshall & Sophie’s parents for maintaining the parent’s register
at our games
Players: Lani Amputch, Holly Christie, Neive Debono, Summer Faulkner, Lani Gleeson,
Alexanna Gould-Towns, Matilda Holder, Chloe Johnston, Rose Kelly, Rose Lovett,
Caitlin Morel-Butterworth, Bethany Paul, Sophie Turbill
Coaches: Diane Morel

Manager: Peta Butterworth
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U14G/2 Black
The team came together in the midst of strange times with COVID-19. The on/off start to the season
and poor weather, the team entered their first game with only limited training under their belt no practice
games of any kind. Some of the girls had never played a “formal” game of soccer, nor had they played
with some of their teammates. This made for a nervous start to the season with the team changing
formations, and players changing positions while trying to find the right balance.
Despite the lack of preparation and a novice coach, the girls hit the pitch full of determination (tempered
by some first game nerves) and were quickly on the scoreboard. They went on to win the first game and
continued their winning ways for most of the season.
Over the course of the season, they went from winning games through sheer force of will and progressed
to become a skilled team playing attractive football. Gone is players being caught out of position,
formations breaking down, players chasing the ball around wildly and just kicking and hoping. In its place
is a group of players working together, shouting instructions to each other, hitting passes, through balls
and shots with confidence off both feet. Watching the girls improve over the season and become a
competitive team is a credit to them. Most exciting of all they are a team enjoying the game and having
fun.
Players: Evelyn Batchelor, Karla Bernays, Katelyn Ellis, Jessica Gomez, Madison Jenkins,
Hayley Marshall, Taya Moore, Alexis Owen, Aisha Turner, Aleria Turner, Kayla Walker,
Mia Watson
Coaches: James Batchelor

Manager: Jannel Owen

U14G/2 White
These 12 girls have had a wonderful season together. Although they came from different schools and
had varying degrees of football experience, they bonded straight away and were supportive of each
other from the very first game. It took a little while to find their individual positions and groove as a team
but they worked hard and improved every week. They ended up with five wins and three draws, with
their results in the second half of the season being consistently better than the first.
Josie showed great courage, determination and a positive attitude. She developed a flair for defence in
the midfield and foiled the opposition many times.
Emily always brought a beautiful energy and sense of fun to the team. Her attacking skills improved
greatly over the season which was a delight to see.
Evie’s throw-ins were like cannonballs. She became a solid midfielder, defending with aplomb and
turning the play with her big kicks. Lily saved the day countless times as sweeper extraordinaire. She
chased down strikers with formidable speed and never missed a kick.
Isabel’s control of the ball and ability to tackle was a pleasure to watch. She was invaluable as a right
forward and helped to set up many of our goals, even scoring one of her own.
April demonstrated great leadership, intuition and enthusiasm. She played skillfully in every position on
the field and scored some fabulous goals. Olivia M relieved pressure on the back line with her well timed
giant kicks. She is another one of our goal scorers and hard workers.
Niamh was a focused and energetic defender. She was always supportive and vocal and kept up the
team’s momentum both on the field and on the sidelines. Olivia R was a force to be reckoned with as
one of the backs. Her spirited defence and whopping kicks kept the ball in our preferred side of the field.
Anna had a knack of staying in the thick of the action as a midfielder. She seemed to be at the right
place at the right time whenever the ball was in the danger zone.
Anya took on the position of keeper for most of the season. She showed perceptive positioning,
confident kickouts and respectful resilience when under pressure.
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Isabella’s impressive speed and ball control came together throughout the season to add many goals
to our tally. As with all the team’s strikers she was so modest when scoring a goal that the spectators
were never sure until the ref’s whistle blew
Players: Josephine Birtles, Emily-Rose Budin, Evie Bullock, Lily Callaghan, Isabel Crisford-Eade,
April Mcgannon, Olivia Mountain, Niamh O'Connell, Olivia Roberts, Anna Stretton,
Anya Thomson, Isabella Wilkinson
Coaches: Paul Thomson

Manager: Tonje Akerholt

U16G/1
The team this year was a mix of players, with some who had played together for several years, some
who came from a merge to form one BIG team and some who had never played before. The girls came
together quickly and a team of 17 was formed. Although the season was challenging the girls held their
own and always showed great determination and never give up attitude.
They won confidently and lost with dignity. The girls developed throughout the season as individuals
and as a team. The stand out of these young ladies is their support and encouragement for each other,
they always lifted each other to play at their best. They play a great game of football, have a fierce
attacking and midfield line and outstanding defenders. Their Goalkeepers are fearless.
The girls were competitive all season and as one of the younger teams in this age group, they show
great potential for a very successful season next year. Thankyou Carla for your outstanding effort as
manager during a season that was like no other. Keeping our COVID attendance sheets, washing shirts,
bringing hand sanitiser and sunscreen. Your hard work is appreciated by us all.
Thankyou also to our sponsors for our training shirts and beanies.
Thanks to all the parents who were able to attend our games and cheer from the sideline.
Thankyou girls you are a fantastic bunch and a pleasure to coach.
Players: Ashley Crighton, Abigail Davidson, Tiana Devine, Lola Edmondson, Lucy Garth,
Clara Glinski, Lily Gould-Towns, Ella Irvine, Isabelle Iversen, Elizabeth Kerkham,
Olivia Kohler, Holly Mcilveen, Bella McSpadden, Chyna Moore, Kayley O'Reilly,
Anastasia Sawyer, Charli Settree, Grace-emily Tuckey, Emily Walker
Coaches: Megan Gilchrist

Manager: Carla Sawyer
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Junior Competition Team Reports
U12/1
The Under 12, Division 1 team had yet another fantastic year of playing this awesome game. With most
of the team remaining the same as last year, we were very lucky to have three new, very talented players
to add into the mix, Luka, Taylor and Lucas. Being our first year as a competition team, the boys really
wanted to continue their superb performance from last season. And that they did!
Under the guidance and support from Coach, Peter Dempsey, the players began to flourish and really
came together to build a strong, confident, unbeatable team. The individual skills each player brought
to the field was so wonderful to see, however it was how well the boys bonded and played as one, which
was the highlight of the season and recipe for success. Each player possessed a skill set and level of
maturity, well beyond their years. Week-to week, their dedication and drive allowed them to become
more confident individually, but more importantly, collectively. Each week, the boys bought along a
positive attitude, with a determined approach to try their best and were always very humble in their every
success. All boys displayed outstanding sportsmanship and represented the Club with pride. The boys
completed the season at the top of the table, taking out the Premiership undefeated.
What an awesome season it has been, with such a lovely, talented bunch of boys and families. The
boys should all be so proud of themselves on their outstanding level of commitment and dedication to
their wonderful team.
Players: Lucas Anagnostopoulos, Bowen Batchelor, Cameron Dempsey, Gabriel Devine,
Lachlan Hurley, Alexander Kerkham, Jack Leahey, Archie Livingston, Taylor Mason,
Micah Roberts, Harrison Stevens, Hamish Weir, Luka Wheeler, James Winter
Coach: Pete Dempsey

Manager: Sarah Stevens

U12/2
Well, what a weird and wonderful season that was! We've had a few hurdles to contend with, a delayed
start to the season, bigger field to adjust to, our first year of competition and some new players into the
side but they all adapted well and will now hopefully top the table!
Our season has had lots of ups and few downs, a lose, a few draws and some hard-fought wins but the
boys continue to grow and develop their skills and are learning to work together as a team. Our first half
of the season saw some wins and draws as our team continued to come together as a solid unit. The
second half of the season saw more wins and only one lose as their teamwork continued to improve.
It has been great to see all the players develop their skills both individually and as a team.
A big thanks to Craig for managing the team this year and to the parents for their support and
encouragement through the season!
Players: William Ford, Aadyn Hoare, Kayden Jeffers, Alexander Kanigowski, Liam Keogh,
Thomas Larkin, Max Leach, Samuel Moore, Hugh O'Connor, Christopher Oliver,
Quinn Power, Christian Ramos-McNeil, Lachlan Todd
Coach: Brooke Jeffers

Manager: Craig Oliver
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U12/4
Despite the global pandemic and COVID_19 restrictions, the U 12 Division 4 team performed amazingly
well. Every training session and game were a challenge, whether it was playing a match or ensuring
that we meet all the health restrictions. However, the team showed an outstanding performance and
presence during every training session and match. The team didn't miss a single game, not even the
coldest wind stopped the players attending the game and playing like Champions. I am very proud of
each and every player and wish them the best in their future soccer endeavours.
Players:

Enrique Caraballo, Sabriel De Beauclair, Macauley Down, Noah Edwards,
Benjamin Harrison,
Cooper
Henderson,
Oliver
Hobson,
Joseph
Jacob,
Jacob Pospischil, Zackaria Siddiqi, Riley Sinclair

Coach: Fahim Siddiqi

Manager: Nicole Morton

U13/1
This year saw our boys combine their talents with last years’ two division one teams plus some new
faces deliver a force to be reckoned with.
Under the guidance of a new coach in Greg and manager Jess, the boys have put together a season
they should be extremely proud of as they develop into young men. The players have worked hard at
both their teamwork and individual football skills over the season. We have been witness to some
amazing passages of play every week, both from individual plays and crisp teamwork, both in attack
and defence, the solidest in the comp.
Training and games are fun, inclusive and harnessing of the individual and team skills of each player.
The team always plays in a positive spirit, have bonded well and will hopefully continue to develop in
future years, together as mates. Thank you to our parents and Springwood United for ensuring 2020
was run with such a great atmosphere and environment despite the extra complications.
Players: Angus Byrne, Harry Daniels, Caleb Goman, Rhett Goman, Thomas Grodzicki,
Frano Hirst, Peter Koulouris, Macklin Miall, Oscar Mills, Lucas Sawyer, Bailey Stevens,
Jeremy Taylor, Anthony Vittozzi, William Weir
Coach: Greg Sawyer

Manager: Jessica Taylor

U13/2
At the start of this year, Jarrod and I were very ambitious to start coaching, to help improve players on
and off the field b. But one thing was unclear, how easy or hard that would be. Getting to know these
young men over the course of this season, has been one of the easiest and greatest experiences of our
year. Every training session and every game, everyone played their heart and soul for every drill,
challenge, and opportunity. The team, worked so hard to improve over this year and it definitely shows!
As a result of their determination and hard work, they finished high up in the competition even without a
full team half the time, an incredible achievement that they should be proud of!
But it wasn’t just the efforts on the pitch that impressed myself and Jarrod, but every individual always
treated us, their team mates, spectators and the opposition with upmost respect. Everyone’s bubbly
personalities and humour made every moment enjoyable, which helped make our jobs more fun and
easymore fun and easier. We would like to thank Adele, our manager who continuously helped with
finding players to fill in, all the match sheet work, organisation, communication and so much more! We
couldn’t have done anything on the pitch without her!
We would also like to thank all the parents who continuously supported and participated throughout the
season! Even in these crazy times you still devoted your time to get your kids to training and games
every week and we truly appreciate your devotion to the team!
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And to all the players! Thank you for making our year so memorable! As coaches we are so so proud of
everyone for their amazing support and dedication to the team!
Bring on the 2021 season!
Players: Alexander Billiards, Max Campaner, William Crighton, James Croucher, Luke Harrison,
Marley Henderson, Jacob Kelly, Felix Mann, Jared Shanks, Lachlan Spencer,
Nikita Tschirch, Lochlan Wilkins
Coach: Riley Sophokleous & Jarrod Wilson

Manager: Adele Reid

U13/3
2020 – what a year! This season was all about teamwork for us. The coaching and managing team both
shared responsibilities; to Damien our training coach, and Jon our game-day coach, thank you for
coaching, leading, and encouraging the boys to work together. It was a pleasure to watch them through
the season and see them improve week-to-week, both in their skills on the field and how they learned
to work together as a team. To our parents, thank you for your support in a difficult year. We ventured
to strange new fields together, cheered on our kids together, and you’ve even helped us recruit new
players. Thanks for being a great group of parents, you make our job easy
We would also like to take the opportunity to acknowledge the managers and coaches of the Under 11s
and 12s team who provided us with subs for most of our games. We wouldn’t have made it through the
season without you – thank you! For our team, this season was not about winning or losing. It was
about learning how to work with different players every week, being flexible in our approach to the game,
and coming to each game with enthusiasm, determination, and a spirit of fair play. We are incredibly
proud of all our players, and we thank you for a wonderful season of soccer. We hope to see you all
again for more fun in 2021!
Players: Rory Cole, William Cusack, Stuart Denholm, Max Friedland, Mathew Hall, Finn Hanvey,
Finley Heritage, Thomas Iskov, Zachary Jenner, Samuel Mcgrath, Hamish Milligan,
Samuel Penrose, Jack. Reynolds, Peter Rheinberger, Lewis Ridgway
Coach: Jon Rhenberger & Damien Jenner

Manager: Leanne Hanvey & Sarah Iskov

U14/1
This was an unusual season what with the unpredictability of whether the season would kick-off and the
restrictions placed on clubs, team, coaches and parents. Despite all these challenges and the
interruption between pre- season and the actual season starting the boys kept their focus throughout
training and this carried through to game day. They played with intensity, fight, grit, determination all the
great qualities in which a team needs in order to be successful. Despite that the boys turned up to every
game and gave 110% effort and in patches produced some amazing football. The boys respect and
attitude towards opposition teams was absolutely outstanding this year. Every game they played fairly,
a great brand of football and treated coaches and officials with respect which is a credit to this group of
boys.
A big thankyou to Holly for cleaning the boy’s dirty shirts each week and preparing them for game day.
I would also like to thank David Herbison for volunteering to be manager this year and doing a fantastic
job. Also, I would like to thank all the parents that have supported David and I throughout these
challenging times and brining the boys to training and games and supported them through this
challenging season. I hope to see all the boys come back to next season to make 2021 the year we
challenge for the title.
Players:

Nathan Bemrose, Jasper Douglas, Declan Edmondson, Luke Edwards,
Zachary Gonzalez, Joshua Herbison, Regan Huggins, Owen Long, Liam Murphy,
Jonathan Peters, Connor Secker, Lachlan Waters, Darcy Weston, Alfie Williamson

Coach: Marcus Harrison

Manager: David Herbison
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U14/3
2020 has been another year of soccer, although it has been anything but ordinary. While the world was
changing around us, the joy and love for the game continued. A bunch of kids who barely knew each
other at the start of the season, learned to rely on each other and work as a team. Training sessions
included whiteboards and strategies that were enforced with arm waving and intense discussion (and
at times a few eye rolls and groans). Learning to respect each other and turning up each week to enjoy
the game was our focus, which kept us going through those challenging games. Adversity was the key
to learning about ourselves, and having a laugh with, and at each other certainly helped. Thank you to
all the families for your commitment to the team and especially our super organised manager, Emma.
Thank you to all the boys for teaching me never to give up. I have thoroughly enjoyed the banter and
laughter this season.
Players: Bodie Bennett, Patrick Dawson, Brodie Dempsey, Jordan Devaney, Tate Firth,
William Happell, Liam Harrison, Lachlan Hildon, Aiden Machon, Jack Mitchell,
Benjamin Prior, Luke Roorda, Louis Short, Hamish Somerville Mcalester, Ryan Turner
Coach: Chris Roorda

Manager: Emma Sharkey

U15/1
A challenging but very enjoyable season. It was great to be back at training and on the field competing
after the lock down. The team was a mix of established and new players, which came together and
formed a very cohesive unit. The team showed great spirit, camaraderie, joviality and most importantly
respect.
Despite losing players following the resumption of training and competition, a core group of 11 young
men proudly represented themselves and the club in great style. They exceeded expectations being on
top or near the top of the competition all season. The spirit of this team is best summed in a quote we
received from a referee, “That was a great game to referee. Your team never gave up, coming back, to
draw that match – they have a lot of heart!”
The team were real club men. Always available to play for the U16/1’s and U17/2’s when called upon,
challenging times create great opportunities and interactions. The parent body has been extremely
supportive throughout the season and a testament to the great young men that have formed the team.
Chris Gilchrist has been an excellent coach and mentor for the team. Chris is methodical and takes a
personal interest in each player, encouraging them and ensuring they understand their role in the team
and their positional play.
The success this year would not have been able to have been achieved without the support provided
by the U13/1, U14/1 and U15/2 teams, who have provided upgrades when needed during the season.
Players: Corey Abrahams-Smith, Texas Down, Riley Dutton, Jaxon Fraser, Jordan Goad,
Finlay Hahn, Huw Howel, Liam Lawlor, Jarred Martinovici, Keyton Marvin,
Danilo Nunez, Alexander Wright
Coach: Chris Gilchrist

Manager: Peter Lawlor

U15/2
This fantastic group of young men was thrown together in June post lockdown with a mix of boys from
the 14s and 15s. The team quickly developed into a tightly knit group although finding the right
combinations on the field took a little longer. For a number of the more reserved boys, their on-field
confidence and doggedness grew tremendously throughout the season which was particularly
rewarding to see. Many of the boys reinforced their credentials in positions that they’d played for several
years although a few found themselves in totally new positions on the field and excelled. Unfortunately
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for a number of the boys, injury either interrupted or ended their season early and at times despite having
a 15 player roster we struggled to field a team.
Having two coaches was a big boost as it allowed us to break up training sessions and maximise input
from the coaches as well as having two sets of eyes on game day. The boys developed a strong bond
with the joint coaching combination of Adrian and Rob and thoroughly enjoyed working and learning
from them. Every weekend the boys turned up full of enthusiasm and gave their all and never gave up.
The strong camaraderie among the boys and coaches was what sport is all about. It was a tough season
for so many reasons so a big ‘well done’ boys and thanks for a great season!
Players: Charlie Barrett, Addison Bradshaw, Mason Cooper, Nicolas Del Carmen, Oliver Dickens,
Caleb Dougherty, Max Hancock-Collins, Daniel Horton, Max Jackson, Sean Konwerski,
Brayden Lawson, Brooklyn Ritchie, Miles Salas, Blake Stretton, Jordan Traykovski
Coach: Adrian Hancock & Robert Higgins

Manager: Warwick Dougherty

U16/1
Well what a season! The boys gave their all, starting most games with less than 11 on the pitch. A
memorable 1-1 draw fielding 9 players against Glenmore. What has been inspiring from the sideline, is
watching the boys put in 100% regardless of the score. Thanks to Jonathan for coaching and the many
boys from 15/1’s and 14/1’s that helped us out.
Players: Muhammad Ahmed, Riley Askew, Harrison Bernays, Angus Durie-fox, Riley Fryer,
Benjamin Mallin, David McMaster, Diesel Moore, Dylan O'Flanagan, Bryce Skinner,
Conna Taylor, Cameron Waters
Coach: Jonathan Mallin

Manager: Ciaran O'Flanagan

U17&18/2
We all appreciate how strangely challenging the season has been thus far with all the going ons but
somehow normality appears for 90 minutes on Sunday mornings when the boys get together. The
mashing together of last year’s Div 1 & Div 2 teams that decided to return to football could well have
had a different outcome to what we have today - a close knit and genuinely decent bunch of near adults.
We have had a good year and the boys have all done exceptionally well in playing & bonding as a team.
At time of writing only 1 more win from 3 remaining games required to take the title, which they have
earned and so deserve.
Players : Dominic Bailey, Alex Beglinger, Leo Campaner, Harsh Gill, Alex Gismondo,
Lyam Grayson, Louis Heritage, Olias Heslip-Morgan, Jack Hunter, Joseph Iversen,
Miles Lidster, Owen Miller, Ethan Szmytka, Liam Turnbull, Matthew Ward
Coach: Eduardo Campaner

Manager: Ian Ward
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Senior Female Competition Team Reports
All Age Women/1
Well, what a season! Drought, bushﬁres, torrent4al rain, and COVID!! All before a ball was kicked in
anger!!! To say this season was strange is the greatest of all understatements. It was a miracle that we
took the ﬁeld at all and testament to the spectacular job done by the SUFC Committee, Great work team!
The Ladies AA D1 team started with 16 players, lost three before the season started, had 5 returning
players from last season, two 16 year-olds, two 17 year-olds, two 18 year-olds, and two twenty year
old’s, so you could say we were a newly formed team. Our average age of twenty didn’t aﬀect the
determinat4on and grit shown by the Ladies on a weekly basis, playing against teams that were older,
bigger, more int4midat4ng, but deﬁnitely not as fast or skilled as our Ladies. Our number one goal for
this season was to “compete”, which we did every week, winning games, drawing with the defending
Premiers, and only losing two games by more than one goal.
My ﬁrst season Coaching at SUFC was very enjoyable. The Ladies got on the bus, defended small,
attacked big, tried to score, and helped each other in the happiest football environment that I have ever
been involved with. Thanks to the thee 3rd and 5th division teams who helped out with numbers during
the season, especially the Goal Keepers! An extra special menti4on to Fiona and Georgia who took on
leadership roles and made my job all the more enjoyable.
Really looking forward to what next season brings and hope to witness the return of; Stevie ‘Turbo’
Coleman, ‘Mighty’ Mia Leach, ‘Cool’ Nat Frost, Fiona ’The nicest person in the world’ Harrop, Georgia
‘Ginger Ninja’ Dunham, Kahra ‘Kanye’ Hutchings, Grace ‘Snail’ Chambers, ‘Smooth’ Tegan Haberman,
‘Rowdy’ Amelia Dennis, April ‘Hand Stand’ Neale, ‘Relentless’ Siobhan Harrison, Annabelle ‘The Honey
Badger’ Ruskin, and ‘Solid’ CJ Linsley.
Thanks for a GREAT YEAR!
Players: Grace Chambers, Stevie Coleman, Amelia Dennis, Georgia Dunham, Natalile Frost,
Tegan Haberman, Siobhan Harrison, Fiona Harrop, Kahra Hutchings, Mia Leach,
Codie Linsley, April Neale, Annabelle Ruskin
Coach: Mark Linsley

Manager: Fiona Harrop

All Age Women/3
For us, this year hasn’t been about winning or losing, it has been about evolving. Finding ourselves,
learning how to work as a newly formed team. We’ve fought hard, and played hard. We haven’t always
been able to gain the score we’ve wanted or even deserved, but we’ve never given up. We’ve been
given the opportunity to create and deepen friendships, revolving around a sport we all love. Our coach
Jess has been a wonderful role model to our younger girls and new ladies that have come into the team,
offering steady advice, endless encouragement and always pushing us to try out best and step outside
our comfort zones. Her enthusiasm towards her fellow players as a coaching player is greatly
appreciated. Hopefully we can take this difficult year as a learning curve and come back next year
stronger and ready to take on another year together with plenty of success, growth and fun along the
way.
Players: Kristy Bainbridge, Lila Bishop, Raine Brown, Sarah Carter, Zoe Crye, Laila Devine,
Chelsea Jones, Estelle Mclellan, Rachael Rowntree, Carla Sawyer, Jessica Taylor,
Jessica Thomas, Ellie Watson, Tenille Weir
Coach: Jessica Taylor

Manager: Tenille Weir
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All Age Women/5 Black
Wow what a season this amazing group of ladies have had, playing short many weeks, playing when
injured to help the team out to injuries that couldn’t be played on but supporting from the side line. These
ladies are such a strong team of footballer winning many of our games with plenty of goals scored
through great plays involving many players. Our defence often starting the play and moving it up through
the middle or wing to finish with a goal. We were extremely grateful for our super star goalie Cheryl and
her huge kicks out and presence in goals. The team culture is second to none, we have such a positive
and supportive group and its been yet another fun and exciting season playing with these ladies!!
Players: Alison Billiards, Rachel Collyer, Candice Dundas, Susan Dunn, Sara Gardner-Gentles,
Stacey Gentles, Eva Gerencer, Annette Harrop, Felicity Hitchon, Cheryl Lynch,
Donna Patterson, Julia Richardson, Louise Sutcliffe
Coach: Stacey Gentles

Manager: Sara Gardner-Gentles
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Senior Competition Team Reports
Intermediate Men/1
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Players: Daniel Bradshaw, Griffen Burgess, Liam Clifford, Bailey Ellis, Tom Falconer,
Oliver Freame, Mitch Hawes, Jeremy Hume, Leon Lynch, Max Ong, Luke Porter,
Harrison Saunders, Joshua Smith, Benjamin Sneesby, Joshua Sneesby,
Jarrah Tuckerman
Coach: Graeme Ellis

Manager: Joshua Smith

Intermediate Men/2 Black
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Players : Ford Atkins, Kieran Brown, Thomas Ford, Isaac Frost, Samuel Heritage,
Timothy Hurley, Joshua Jacka, Brendan Kazarian, Lachlan Leehy, Ryan Leehy,
Samuel Lockwood, Ryan Nightingale, Lachlan Reeves, Adam Richardson,
Aengus Sherriff, Aaron Stubbs, Joshua Taylor
Coach: Sean Leehy

Manager: Kim Stubbs

Intermediate Men/2 Pink
In a year unlike any other the team started well with a solid win. They collectively had indicated there
intentions early to have a slightly less intense season due to the majority of players either completing
their HSC or entering the workforce in a full time capacity, for the first time. Training was, for that reason,
set to once per week and whilst that stayed in place, the natural desire of these boys to win led to some
terrific games and to the development of some beautiful team and individual capacities. Some had
played together before and others hadn’t but they managed to dominate possession in the majority of
games they played with few goals conceded across the season. They didn’t score an abundance of
goals but the number of near misses kept every keeper well and truly on his toes. The number of times
they hit the bar and posts was a real indication of the true potential of this team to break through defence
and put real pressure on any team in the comp.
Every training session was accompanied by music, dancing (of sorts) and some strange rendetions of
the latest faves. (best to stick to soccer boys) and they had fun, which, in a year that for them, stood to
be even more stressful than for most, was super important. To top it off they are a great bunch of young
men and a pleasure to spend time with.
Players: Ethan Cooper, Orlando Gilbert, Jack Graham, Corey Hutchings, Gus Langworthy,
Luke Major, Bernie Miall, Aidan Monaco, Khye Nelson-Hanss, Reece Preston,
Zac Scoble, Seyon Shan, Suresh Shan, Nicholas Sharp, Mitchell Simonis,
Luke Springett, Heath Stanners
Coach: Stephen Nelson

Manager: Lyndal Maloney

Intermediate Men/2 White
Well, wasn’t this a season like no other! With so much uncertainty about the season, what it would look
like and when it would kick-off, it was a great relief to finally get on the field once the season started. My
main goal as coach this season was that we could come together as a team, play some good football
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and to have a fun time in doing so. I can say that it is mission accomplished. The team has come together
amazingly well and with limited preparation at the start of the season, we have gone through the
competition undefeated and only conceding three goals (at the time of writing this report). What has
impressed me the most about this team is the friendships that have formed and the way in which
everyone has worked and battled for each other. This was best demonstrated in a midweek match where
we only had 11 players available due to injuries and availability and we came up against a team that
had 16 players at their disposal. The lads battled hard all game and we came away with a courageous
2-0 win. A big thanks goes to Max Peters who took on the role of player/manager for the season. I know
I, and all the lads, really appreciate the hard work you’ve done for the team.
Finally, thank you to each of the players for your efforts, commitment and performances at both training
and the games throughout the season. Roll on 2021!
Players: Andrew Davey, Grady De La Harpe, Samuel Edwards, Lachlan Fellowes,
Cameron Flaherty, Elan Gock, Simon Hoffmann, Cameron Jeffery, Thomas Keith,
Max Peters, Riley Sophokleous, Connor Thorpe, Jeremy Walker, Jarrod Wilson
Coach: Cameron Jeffrey

Manager: Max Peters

All Age Men/1
A difficult season this year, after winning promotion to division 1 last year. The boys started the season
with some excellent pre-season training and successful trial games. With Nepean Prems Competition
folding, a competitive and challenging season was expected, but hard work in pre-season had the team
feeling confident. Then came an unexpected and unwelcome break… Upon the return to competition a
come-from-behind draw indicated potential for a solid season to come. Plenty of excellent football was
played but winning results evaded the team for much of the season, at times they were unfortunate not
to grab points, but against opponents of the calibre represented this year, missed chances and lapses
of concentration were punished. Always the team responded well, increasing their quality and effort
week by week until finally earning the win they so thoroughly deserved in a solid, if unassuming win at
Lowlands. At the time of writing, the boys are looking forward to the final 4 games of the season, with
tough but ultimately winnable games to come. Particular merit shown by Max McIlveride with some truly
outstanding shot stopping throughout the season, and thanks to all players who upgraded this season,
particularly Ciaran Rooney, Liam Clifford, and Iain Lynch who joined us on multiple occasions. Tactics
and guidance from Pat Bartush were invaluable, although 3-5-2 will always be met with some hesitation!
Players: Pat Bartush, Ashley Dickson, Marc Elysee, Luke Hall, Brenton Jeffery, Nick Kramhoft,
Thomas Leaney, Mitchell Lynch, Thomas Lynch, Lucas Magennis, Max Mcilvride,
Zachary McIlvride, Dylan O'Brien, Ben Paul, Callum Stopford, Samuel Timbs
Coach: Pat Bartush

Manager: Mitch Lynch

All Age Men/6
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Players:

Julian Aldridge, Zachary Baudinet, Nathan Brokman, Brad Conway,
Adam Gascoigne- Cohen,
Aaron
Heffernan,
Lachlan
Hunt,
Liam
Jones,
Zachary Maxwell, Grant Melville, Lyndon Moss, Jacob Patterson, David Redmond,
Jacob Schembri, Aidan Tucker

Coach: Nathan Brokman

Manager: Brad Conway

All Age Men/7
The Hybrids of age & youth formed a new team starting the season as though COVID-19 was a PED
boosting our talent beyond the mighty highs previously achieved in our eras of the past in the 35.1 Pro
League and double-digit divisions of the AAM.
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A football season should always have some defining moments, and 2020 did not let us down.
‘Is that Mo or No Mo’, no one knows, it doesn’t help when they dress in matching outfits and do a ‘2 for
the price of 1 deal at the barber.’ 2021 will start with a head shave and bottle of hair dye.
Every team needs an ‘Enforcer’. Slapper filled this role with efforts deserving of a Club Perpetual, alas
instead settling for Players Player. If Slapper didn’t scare the opposition then the backup of our Man
Mountain with an invitation of ‘run at me’ after seeing the teams Cross Bar Kid being picked on was like
having the backup of the Butcher of Bilbao.
Goal of the Season. Sorry Ginger but your dipping and curling volley from 30 yards out has been ruled
illegible as you didn’t use your left foot. GOTS was declared in Round 2 by a modest and getting angrier
every year lefty. That should have been a retiring moment, but the attraction of modestly reminding the
team every week about ‘that goal’ bonded Lefty and Sven his trusty assistant like bikie brothers at a
swap meet of shining Harleys.
Does anyone remember Tommy or Gavin? Lost early in the season and not seen again until a night at
Slappers. Crackers can, his Golden Boot efforts forcing Tommy into retirement and relinquishing the
Groupies and sponsorship deals. Lynchy was a sure fire bet for Golden Boot with his surges at goal, but
when Crackers saw a challenger looming, it was ‘into the backline Lynchy’. Eoin had Golden Boot in his
sights but the attraction of Midori cheese bombs at 4am were way to tempting and entertaining to pass
up. The Cross Bar Kid gets the title for most shots taken, not at goal, not sure where, the lure of Prems
2021 may see The Cross Bar Kid finding the net.
Gilly is considering rugby next year after honing his tackling and grappling skills, either that or he is
barred from the western end of SHP Field 2 to avoid the threat of a red card and a family feud. Jimmy
is off to challenge for the squash world cup with the lure of $5 Carlton Dry deals to good to decline.
Trusty Thommo kept the goal tight with diving double saves and perfect parries and will be back in 2021
to challenge for Golden Glove.
Sven, Russ and Scotty have bought shares in all the local sports physiotherapist practices in preparation
for an injury free Season 2021 and will be well rehearsed on all things groin, hammy and back injury
related and be able to trade beers for post-game rub downs for the teams half centurion stallions of
stability and skill Craig The Rock Harrison and Faultless Frosty to keep their bodies going for another
season of solid performance.
Great season lads, well and truly memorable and enjoyable. Bring on 2021.
Players: Adam Bullock, Jarrad Dennerley, Eoin Durkin, Jarad Ferrara, Mark Ferrara, Terry Frost,
Christopher Gilchrist, Tom Goudis, Craig Harrison, Marcus Harrison, Mark Jensen,
Iain Lynch, Jim Millar, Gavin Morgan, Russell Perkins, Christian Shaw, Nigel Stubbs,
Scott Swindle, Jason Thomas, Matthew Witton
Coach: Christian Shaw

Manager: Chris Gilchrist

All Age Men/10
We were a new team formed from a group of players who had largely never played together before. We
started the season with 14 players, but lost one to injury early on. The remaining 13 turned up to every
match eager to play and it largely showed in our results with the team coming together quickly and
effectively. For the most part we played a good brand of football focussing on passing and building play.
A couple of frustrating draws soured our hopes of finishing on top of the table and, as of writing with two
competition matches to play, we finished in 2nd place only 1 point behind the winners.
We would like to thank all of the Intermediate Mens players who filled in for us towards the end of the
season, with the quick turn arounds between Sunday and midweek games. I would also like to thank
the team for their commitment in what was a very compressed and strange season.
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All in all, a very good and enjoyable season and we hope to see everyone back next year.
Players: Adam Blundell, Michael Brown, Joel Carter, Michael Ciabatti, Michael Ferguson,
Ben Frazer, Aaron Kay, Giles McLoughlin, Mark McLoughlin, Sean McLoughlin,
James Meijnderts, Sunit Sarkar, Hannes Schulz, Benjamin Sibley
Coach: Mark McLoughlin

Manager: Sean McLoughlin

Over 35/1
It looks extremely likely that we will win this competition for the 4th year in a row. A few new recruits this
year have fitted in nicely, helping the team to continue with their all-out attacking style of football.
Taking nothing away from our opposition who turned up in good spirits and were all competitive for the
first half of games but unfortunately then fading away allowing us to completely control the 2nd half of
matches. A team with many talented players and displaying an excellent knowledge of each other game
enabled us to dismantle the most organised defences, often scoring many 2nd half goals with multiple
different goal scorers.
Here’s hoping that next year an answer can be found to strengthen this division so there are more
competitive games. Playing in an All Age Competition with the risk of many more injuries chasing 20
year old’s around the park is definitely not the answer.
Looking forward to an uninterrupted 2021.
Players: Joshua Buggy, Kaan Davies, Peter Dempsey, Ciaran Doyle, Michael Haberman,
Robert Haberman, Peter Henderson, Scot Johnson, Timothy Kelly, Christopher Meek,
Jarrod Nash, Brian Rojas, Ciaran Rooney, Jason Sciberras, Stephen Seymour,
Craig Small, Evan Stanford
Coach: Stephen Seymour

Manager: William Seymour

Over 35/2
"Wow 2020". What a season! Division 2 for the first time. We started with 19 players "Shock horror 19. " Some new, some old, we lost 2 player's in the first two weeks, one de-registered and one went
MIA, then Covid hit.
The team rested and isolated for a bit. Players contemplated deregistering, players rationed their toilet
paper, players patrolled the state borders with work, it was all systems go. Well we got down and played
some football finally. The restrictions lifted somewhat. We were only allowed one spectator per player
at games but that was fine as very few people watched middle aged men run around holding their chest
or injured hamstrings anyway. We could only have 10 players at training but that was fine, only 6 usually
turned up on a good week anyway because of injuries like a sore back, hammy or headache and so on.
What we really missed was the esky. The after-game drinks, the bonding, socialising and game
highlights. "The which drink should I choose now?’ dilemma. Do I go full strength, light, a softy or a
chardy and don't forget the cheese and bikkies.
We played each week - winning some, loosing some, missing goals, missing kicks and having some
laughs. We had players out injured, players with work commitments but we soldiered on. Washing
hands and definitely no cuddling or handshaking - which we missed. It was certainly a season to
remember. Sitting around the esky at the end of the last game was the highlight. It’s great to sit around
and reflect with mates on the year that was. Some laughed and some cried. It was worth the effort to
come together to play and enjoy the game we love. To all the team and their families that supported us
- thankyou.
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Players:

Christian Batchelor, Matthew Churchill, Michael Clague, David Costello,
Andrew Graham, John Hall, Chris Hurley, Gareth Jeal, Lachlan Lyons, Peter Monnink,
Ciaran O'Flanagan, Tony Pipe, Barry Salisbury, Michael Skinner, Andrew Smith,
Mark Tandy, Robert Taylor, Byron Walker

Coach: Andrew Smith

Manager: Chris Batchelor
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SUFC Competitive Teams Summary 2020
Team

Position

P

W

D

L

GF

GA

GD

PTS

U12 Girls Div 1

3rd

U12 Mixed Div 1

1st

15
18

7
16

2
2

6
0

29
65

31
11

-2
54

23
50

U12 Mixed Div 2

1st

14

10

3

1

52

12

40

33

4th

14

6

4

4

55

28

27

22

U13 Boys Div 1

1st

14

13

0

1

44

13

31

39

U13 Boys Div 2

3rd

13

8

1

4

54

25

29

25

U13 Boys Div 3

9th

18

1

1

14

19

90

-71

4

U14 Girls Div 1

6th

18

4

2

10

8

42

-34

14

14

2

1

91

10

81

43

U12 Mixed Div 4

U14 Girls Div 2 Black

1st

17

U14 Girls Div 2 White

8th

U14 Boys Div 1

4th

18
14

5
4

3
6

10
4

15
32

38
37

-23
-5

17
18

U14 Boys Div 3

9th

18

1

3

12

22

91

-69

6

U15 Boys Div 1

4th

14

6

4

4

37

26

11

22

U15 Boys Div 2

9th

18

0

4

12

19

59

-40

4

U16 Girls Div 1

4th

14

5

2

7

35

31

4

17

U16 Boys Div 1

8th

14

0

2

12

10

88

-78

2

U17&18 Boys Div 2

1st

15

11

3

1

63

12

51

36

Intermediate Mens Div 1

5th

13

3

0

8

16

36

-20

9

Intermediate Mens Div 2 Black

6th

14

2

1

11

5

53

-48

7

Intermediate Mens Div 2 Pink

3rd

14

9

1

4

35

12

23

28

Intermediate Mens Div 2 White

1st

13

11

1

0

52

3

49

33

All Age Women Div 1

4th

14

5

1

8

14

22

-8

16

All Age Women Div 3

6th

14

2

3

9

30

39

-9

9

All Age Women Div 5 Black

6th

14

6

3

5

24

23

1

21

All Age Men Div 1

6th

15

2

1

12

14

36

-22

7

All Age Men Div 6

6th

17

4

4

7

21

35

-14

16

All Age Men Div 7

3rd

18

10

1

7

50

33

17

31

All Age Men Div 10

2nd

18

11

3

2

47

16

31

36

O35 Men Div 1

1st

14

12

0

0

103

9

94

36

O35 Men Div 2

6th

14

4

3

7

19

30

-11

15
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PERPETUAL AWARDS 2020
The Nursery Trophy (U5-7)

Lochie Carter (U7 Lions)

The Mini-Matilda Award

Annabella Sciberas (U11/1G Black)

The Little Legends Award (U8-11)

Lucas Chapman (U11/1 White)

Andy Howard Trophy (Most Oustanding U12-18 Player)

Dylan O'Flanagan (U16/1)

The Bill Seymour Trophy (Most Oustanding U21-AA) Player

Thomas Keith (IM/2 White)

The Junior Women’s Player of the Year (U12-18)

Holly McIlveen (U16G)

The Harrop Family Senior Womens Player of the Year (U21-AAW)

Gracie Chambers (AAL/1)

Trevor Pride Trophy (Most Outstanding Junior GK (U10-18)

Declan Edmondson (U14/1)

Templeton Trophy (Most Outstanding Senior GK (U21-AA)

Stevie Coleman (AAL/1)

Matt Dyer Trophy (Most Outstanding Striker U12-AA & O35)

Taya Moore (U14G/2 Black)

Paul Bryden Trophy (Most Outstanding O35 Player)

Peter Henderson (O35/1)

B.M.C.C Shield for the Highest Placed AA Team

O35 Div 1

Lee Kol Trophy for Most Successful Coach

Peter Dempsey (U12/1)

Junior Clubman

(Not Awarded)

G.E. Watson Trophy – Senior Clubman

Dale Wade-Ferrell

LIFE MEMBERS
Malcolm Ackerman, Suzanne Ackerman, Craig Adams, Karen Alexander,
Carol Bain, Leigh Banks, Alan Barnes, Christopher Bird, Jan Brain,
Gary Bramwell, Paul Bryden (Dec), Julian Chapman, David Cook, Ken Dufty,
Shane Fell, Richard Ford, Terry Frost, Chris Gilchrist, Tom Goudis,
Eric Gray (Dec), Andrew Harrop (Dec), Melissa Holdsworth, Jason Holman,
Jean Hoppitt (Dec), Francis (Andy) Howard (Dec), Robert Howard, Peter Howe,
Dennis Israil, Steve Jones, Tim Kelly, Dee Kol,
Robert Kol, Lyn Leggett,

Lee Kol, Martin Kol,

Debbie McKay, David Morgan, Judy Morgan,

Geoff Muddle, Grant Nicholls, Hazel O'Brien, Trevor Pride, Arthur Pull,
Scott Rixon, David Sandford, Shirley Seymour, Stephen Seymour,
William Seymour, Bruce Smith, Tania Smith, Evan Stanford, Kevin Toohey,
Gavin Waters
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SPONSORS 2020
MAJOR SPONSORS

PLATINUM

GOLD SPONSORS

BRONZE

From all the members of Springwood United Football Club thank you to all of our
Season 2020 sponsors.

